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Introduction

Introduction

This report has been prepared pursuant to tax expenditure programs (TEPs), because the
Assembly Concurrent Resolution 17 (Resolu- benefits they convey to individuals and busi
tion Chapter 70, Statutes of 1985), which re- nesses make them similar in their effects to
quires the Legislative Analyst to prepare a direct governmental expenditure programs.
biennial review of the state's tax expenditure However, there is a major difference between
programs. These programs, as defined by these two types of programs - namely, the
ACR 17, include the various tax exclusions, "cost" of tax expenditures is measured by
exemptions, preferential tax rates, credits, reduced tax collections, rather than by the
and deferrals which reduce the amount of level of expenditures authorized through the
revenues collectedfrom the state's ''basic'' tax normal legislative appropriations process.
structure. These provisions of law are called

Purpose of the Report
The objective of this report is to provide sition of the tax expenditure budget, and in

information which will assist the Legislature formation helpful in makingdecisions regard
in reviewing the state's tax expenditure ing whichindividualTEPsshouldberetained,
budget, includingdata on thesizeand compo- renewed, modified or eliminated.

Contents of the Report
Thereport which follows is divided into two

sections:
• Part One provides an overview of the

state's tax expenditure budget for 1988
89. It summarizes the estimated individ
ual and collective costs of the state's
TEPs, the changes in these costs since
1987-88, and how these costs compare to

the state's direct expenditure budget. It
also identifies which individual TEPs
have recently been enacted, modified,
deleted or permitted to expire, including
the effects of1987state tax reform legisla
tion on state tax expenditures.

• PartTwo contains detailed reviews ofsix
selected individual TEPs, including in-
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Introduction

formation on the effectiveness of these
programs in accomplishing their stated
objectives in a least-cost manner, and
recommendations regarding whether
the programs should be left unchanged,
modified, or eliminated. The six pro
grams reviewed include the personal
income tax deduction for mortgage inter
est expenses, accelerateddepreciationfor

Acknowledgments

residential rental housing, the sales and
use tax exemption for dry and packing
ice, the in-lieu tax for racehorses, the
partial propertytax exemptionfor certain
wildlife habitat lands, and the sales and
use tax exemption for coins and gold or
silver bullion.

This report was prepared by Jon David Legislative Analyst's Office gratefully ac
Vasche(theprojectcoordinator),JulietMusso, knowledges the assistance of the California
Andrew Meyers, Joan Keegan and Daniel Franchise Tax Board, the California Board of
Rabovsky, under the supervision of Peter Equalization, and the California Department
Schaafsma. It was typed by Lynn Kiehn and of Finance in providing various background
designed for publication by Suki O'Kane. The information and fiscal data used in the report.
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Executive Summary

This report has been prepared pursuant to
Assembly Concurrent Resolution 17 (Resolu
tion Chapter 70, Statutes of 1985), which re
quires the Legislative Analyst to prepare a
biennial review of the state's tax expenditure
programs. These tax expenditure programs
(TEPs), as defined by ACR 17, include the
various tax exclusions, exemptions, preferen
tial tax rates, credits and deferrals, which
reduce the amount of revenues which nor
mally would be collected from the state's
"basic" tax structure. These programs are

Principal Findings
This report's findings fall into two main

categories - those relating to the characteris
tics of the overall tax expenditurebudget (Part
One), and those relating to the characteristics
and cost-effectiveness of certain individual
TEPs which we have selected for special re
view (Part Two).

Findings Relating to the Overall Tax
Expenditure Budget (Part One)

Size of the tax: expenditure budget

Determining the exact size of the state's tax
expenditure budget is extremely difficult.
One reason for this involves differences of

called "tax expenditures" because the bene
fits they provide make them very much like
direct expenditure programs, except that they
are paid for by reduced tax collections rather
than through normal legislative appropria
tions.

The purpose of this report is to provide
information which will assist the Legislature
in reviewing the state's tax expenditure
budget, including making decisions regard
ing whichindividualTEPsshouldbe retained,
renewed, modified, or eliminated.

opinion about whether or not certain tax pro
visions are TEPs, as opposed to part of the
''basic'' tax structure.

Another reason involves the numerous data
limitations which make it hard to quantify the
revenue losses from many TEPs. Given these
problems, no one can say precisely what the
size of the tax expenditure budget is. Rather,
thebest that canbedone is to providea general
indication of the budget's overall magnitude.
Given this qualification, our research indi
cates the following:

• There are over 220 individual state-level
TEPs, plus an additional 65-plus state
established local property tax TEPs
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Executive Summary

which cost the state money in the form of
required subvention payments to local
governments.

• Identifiable revenue losses from state
level TEPs total $17.3 billion for 1988-89.
This means that the identifiable costs of
the state's TEPs is equal in magnitude to
over 40 percent of the 1988-89 direct
expenditure budget ($42.0 billion).

• In addition, 1988-89 local revenue losses
from state-established TEPs are esti
mated to exceed $3.4 billion, including
over $2 billion for property tax TEPs and
$1.4 billion for the local government
share of sales and use tax TEPs. The
property tax TEPs impose substantial
costs on the state for school apportion
ments and other local subventions.

• Altogether, state-level TEPs will reduce
by over 30 percent the amount of reve
nues which otherwise would be pro
duced by the state's basic tax structure in
1988-89.

Composition of the tax expenditure budget

With respect to the individual taxes that
comprise the state's revenue base:

• Personal income tax TEPs amount to at
least $11.8 billion, or over 68 percent of
total state tax expenditures.

• Sales and use tax TEPs amount to at least
$4.1 billion, or nearly 24 percent of total
state tax expenditures.

• TEPs for the bank and corporation tax
and other state-level taxes have identifi
able costs ofabout $1.4 billion, or about 8
percent of total state tax expenditures.

Growth in the tax expenditure budget

The estimated size ofthestate's tax expendi
ture budget in 1988-89 exceeds its 1987-88
level by $1.1 billion, or 6.8 percent. By com
parison, growth in the 1988-89direct expendi
ture budget is 7.3 percent for General Fund
expenditures and 5 percent for total direct
expenditures (that is, General Fund plus spe-
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cial fund expenditures, excluding bond
funds). Thus, the tax expenditure budget is
projected to increase less rapidly than the
direct expenditure budget. The projected
growth in the 1988-89 tax expenditure budget
is explainable primarily by economic and demo
graphic factors (such as expanded levels of
economic activity, inflation, and increased
numbers of taxpayers), not the expansion or
enactment of new TEPs.

Effects of tax reform on the tax expenditure
budget

During1987,state tax reformlegislation was
enacted which significantly conformed Cali
fornia's income tax laws to those of the federal
government. These measures (Ch 1138/87
and Ch 1139/87) had the net effect of
broadening the state's tax base, and thus
reduced the dollar volume of the state's tax
expenditures from what it otherwise would
have been.

Our best estimate is that identifiable tax
expenditures in 1987-88 -- the first fiscal year
affected bystate tax reform-- were reduced by
over $675 million from what they would have
been without tax reform. As a result, 1987-88
growth in the state's tax expenditure budget
was only 2.8 percent, compared to the 7.1
percent which would have occurred without
tax reform. .

The volume of tax expenditures in 1988-89
and thereafter also will be less than otherwise
due to state tax reform. However, tax reform's
distorting effect on the annual growth rate of
the tax expenditure budget should be less in
these years than it was in 1987-88, because the
major effects of tax reform have now been
incorporated into theunderlying tax expendi
ture base.

Findings Relating to Individual
Programs (Part Two)

The following individual TEPs were se
lected for detailed review in Part Two of this
report:



• The personal income tax itemized deduc
tion for mortgage interest expenses;

• The personal income tax and the bank
andcorporationtax accelerateddeprecia
tion deduction for residential rental
housing (this review was statutorily
required);

• Thesales anduse tax exemptionfor pack
ing ice and dry ice;

• The in-lieu tax on racehorses;
• The partial property tax exemption for

land under a wildlife habitat contract;
and

• The sales and use tax exemption for coins
and bullion (this review was statutorily
required).

On what basis were these programs
evaluated?

The main criterion we use in evaluating the
merits and performance of a TEP is whether it
achieves its objectives in the most. cost-

Recommendations
In making recommendations to the Legisla..

ture regarding individual TEPs, we adopt the
premise that when evidence is lacking that a
TEP is a particularly cost-effective means of
achieving its objectives, the Legislature ordi
narily should either:

• Modify the TEP, so as to address its defi
ciencies and make it cost-effective;

• Eliminate the TEP altogether; or
• Replace the TEP with a direct expendi

ture program whose costs and benefits
may be more accurately identified, and is
a cost-efficient use of taxpayers' money.

Basedupon ourselected reviews of individ
ual TEPs appearing in Part Two of this report,
we recommend that:

• The personal income tax deduction for
mortgage interest expenses be modified,
so as to make the TEP a more cost-effec-

Executive Summary

effective manner. That is, does the program
both accomplish its objectives, and do so less
expensively than could other approaches
available to the state? We believe a program
that is not cost-effective should eitherbe mod
ified oreliminated,unless it canbe justifiedon
some other grounds such as significant tax
administration savings or elimination of
undesirable inequities in the treatment of dif
ferent taxpayers.

Conclusions

Our review of the above TEPs found that
they had a variety of shortcomings, and in
most cases were not, at least in their current
form, the most cost-effective ways of achiev
ing their objectives. Given this finding, our
analysis further suggests that there are certain
recommended actions which the Legislature
may want to consider taking with regard to
these programs.

tive and equitable tool for assisting home
owners and encouraging home owner
ship. Specifically, we recommend that
the Legislature consider such steps as
putting a limit on the amount of mort
gage interest that maybe deducted by a
taxpayer, excluding the deduction in the
case of second homes and mortgage--fi
nanced nonhousing expenses, substitut
ing a mortgage interest tax credit in place
of the current tax deduction, and relying
more on targeted direct subsidy pro
grams that will help those families most
in need of housing assistance such as
low-income households and first-time
home owners.

• The accelerated depreciation deduction
for residential rentalhousingnotbe reen
acted, and that the Legislature conform
the depreciation rules for residential
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rental property under the bank and cor
poration tax to those in effect under the
personal income tax.

• The sales and use tax exemption forpack
ing ice and dry ice be discontinued, on the
grounds that it cannot be justified by any
of the three rationales commonly offered
in support ofit -- namely, that it is needed
to provide "tax equity" between ice and
other cooling processes because other
cooling processes are not taxed, that it
should be classified as a nontaxable
"component part" of the products it
cools, and that it is an efficient means of
promoting the California economy's
competitiveness.

• The in-lieu tax on racehorses bemodified,
so as to attain the joint objectives of limit
ing tax breaks for nonracing horses (such
as showanimals) and reducing the wind
fall benefits currently being realized by
certain racehorse owners, while at the
same time retaining the basicadministra
tive advantages of the in-lieu tax ap
proach. In addition, the in-lieu tax rates
themselves should be reexamined.

• The partial property tax exemption for
land under wildlife habitat contracts,
such as duck clubs, be repealed. Instead of
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using this TEP, the state should rely fully
on the direct expenditure programwhich
already exists for the purpose of preserv
ing such lands in California.

• Regarding the sales and use tax exemp
tion for coins and gold or silver bullion,
we have three recommendations. First,
we recommend that the exemption for
sales of bullion be continued on tax eq
uity grounds, given that such other
competing financial investment vehicles
as stocks and bonds are not subject to
sales taxation. Second, we recommend
that the exemption be eliminated for
numismatic coins (which we believe
should be defined for tax purposes as
coins having a sales price greater than
110 percent of the value of the bullion
contained in them). The reasoning here is
again tax equity, since exempting numis
matic coins dearly conflicts and is incon
sistent with the state's general policy of
subjecting other types of collectibles to
the sales tax. Third, iffederal legislationis
enacted that enables California to collect
sales taxes on out-of-state purchases by
Californians, we recommend that the
Legislature at that time reexamine the
entire tax expenditure program for coins
and bullion. +)
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Part One

Overview of the 1988-89
Tax Expenditure Budget

Introduction
This part of the report provides an overview

of the state's tax expenditure budget for 1988
89. Specifically, this section:

• Discusses exactly what the term "tax
expenditure" means and the issues in
volved in measuring the dollar value of
the state's total tax expenditure budget
and its individual components.

• Presents estimates of the state's revenue
losses due to tax expenditures in 1988-89
and compares these costs to the costs of
providing tax expenditures in both 1986
87 and 1987-88.

What Is A Tax Expenditure?
In this report, tax expenditures are defined

as in ACR 17 to include the various tax exclu
sions, exceptions, preferential tax rates, cred
its and deferrals which reduce the amount of
revenue collected from the steite's basic tax
structure. These provisions are called tax
expenditures because the benefits they provide
to individualsandbusinesses make them very
much like regulardirect governmental expen
ditures, except that they are paid for by re
duced tax collectionsrather than through the
normal legislative appropriations process.

• Provides a listing of recent changes in the
individual tax expenditure programs
(TEPs) that collectively comprise the
state's total tax expenditure budget, in
cluding tax expenditure programs that
have been recently enacted, extended,
modified, deleted, orpermittedto expire.
In addition, a discussion is included as to
the effects of 1987state tax reform legisla
tion on state tax expenditures.

Obviously, in order to apply ACR 17's defini
tion of tax expenditures, it is necessary to first
define the term ''basic tax structure."

The IIBasic Tax Structure"
At first glance, one might think that defining

the term ''basic tax structure" is a fairly
straightforward and simple task. In practice,
however, this is notso. In fact, although count
less books, reports and articles have been
written on the subject, the issue of what the
''basic tax structure" is has never been - and
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Part One: Overview

probablyneverwillbe-fullyresolved. This is
because although individual economists and
public policymakers generally agree with the
fundamental concept of a ''basic tax struc
ture/' they often differ as to the specific indi
vidual tax provisions that should be included
within it. For example, there are some indi
viduals who feel that an extremely compre
hensive definition should be used for the tax
base. Their listing of tax expenditures· thus
includes everyidentifiabledeviationfrom this
comprehensive base. In contrast, other indi
viduals feel that the basic tax system should
not be defined so all-inclusively, and that
there are some features of the tax system
which reduce the comprehensiveness of the
tax base, but nevertheless should be consid
ered to be part of the basic tax structure. For
these latter individuals, tax expenditures tend
to be viewed more as providing special or
selective, as opposed to general, tax relief, and
therefore their listing of tax expenditures
tends to be more restrictive.

Given the above, a certain amount of dis
agreementis inevitableregarding exactly how
the term ''basic tax structure" should be de
fined, and therefore which features of the tax
system should pe included in a listing of state
tax expenditur~:programs.Typical examples
of tax provisions about which disagreement
on this point often arises include, to namebut
a few, the standard deduction and personal
tax credits for income tax filers, the portion of

capital gains that is due solely to inflation, the
portion of accelerated depreciation that
merely serves to offset inflationary price in
creases indepreciableassets, and thesales and
use tax exemption for food. (The specific rea
sons why these and various other individual
tax provisions posespecialclassificationprob
lems from the perspective of tax expenditures
are discussed ona case-by-casebasis in the tax
expenditure compendium contained in Vol
ume II of last years report--Analysis of the
1987-88 Tax Expenditure Budget, Report No.
87-1, January 1987.)

The Rationale for a Comprehensive
Listing

This report adopts a fairly broad view of tax
expenditures and the basic tax structure, by
including as tax expenditures those provi
sions which provide eithergeneralorselective
tax benefits. This broad view is used not be
cause a more restrictive definition of tax ex
penditures is necessarily incorrect, but rather
in recognition of the factthat individual legis
lators themselves have differing views about
exactly which tax provisions should be de
fined as tax expenditures. Thus, by providing
data on the complete menli of tax provisions
which potentially may be classified as tax
expenditures, this report attempts to ensure
that the Legislature will have at its disposal all
of the information that may be relevant to its
review of the state's tax expenditure budget.

Measuring The Costs Of Tax Expenditures
In order to develop a IItax· expenditure

budget/' the costs of the individual TEPs that
comprise it must first be determined. How
ever, because TEPs are funded not by direct
appropriations but rather by foregone tax
revenues, their actual costs normally cannot be
directly observed. Therefore, these costs gener
ally must be estimated. Three main problems
are commonly encountered when attempting
to develop these TEP cost estimates:
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• First, data limitations often make it dif
ficult to accurately identify the revenue
losses from individual tax expenditure
programs. For example, ifcertaintypes of
income or transactions are not even re""
quired to be reported for tax purposes,
there may be no reliable record of their
exact dollar volume and thus no way of
estimating how muchrevenue their taxa
tion woUld produce. Efforts to overcome



this problem through the use of taxpayer
surveys, special studies, and data pub
lished by governments or industry trade
associations, often are only partially suc
cessful.

• Second,evenwhen a reasonably accurate
direct revenue-loss estimate is available
for an individual TEP, it often will over
state what the actual net revenue gain
would be from eliminating it. This is
because various "secondary effects" re
sult from eliminating tax expenditures,
because of behavioral changes that they
induce in taxpayers. For example, the
repeal of the state's solar tax credits sev
eral years ago (which produced a direct
revenue gain) may have induced a drop
in total business investment spending
(which in turn could have dampened
economic activity and thereby partially
offset the direct revenue gain from elimi
nating the credit).

• Third, one cannot simply add together
the revenue losses from individual TEPs
to obtain an accurate measure ofthe cost
of the total tax expenditure budget. This
is because the total revenue gain that the
elimination ofall tax expenditures would

Part One: Overview

produce can be either greater or less than
the sum of the separately estimated reve
nue gains from individual TEPs, due to
interactions between these different pro
grams. For example, eliminating one
type of itemized income tax deduction
would increase the taxable incomes of
certain taxpayers and move them into
higher marginal income tax brackets.
This would increase the revenue gain
that would accompany the subsequent
elimination of some other itemized de
duction. Estimatingthe revenue effects of
restricting or eliminating itemized tax
deductions also is complicated by the
interaction with the standard deduction,
which can cause the actual loss in tax
deductions for some taxpayers (and thus
the increase in their tax liabilities) to be
less than what the reduced itemized
deductions themselves would have
caused.

Given factors like the above, even the best
possible estimates of tax expenditure costs
inevitably will have shortcomings. With this
qualification in mind, we now turn to ·our
analysis of the state's 1988-89 tax expenditure
budget.

Analysis Of The 1988-89 Tax Expenditure Budget
Thissectiondiscusses the 1988-89tax expen

diturebudget, including the budget's size and
composition, and changes in the budget
compared to prior years.

Overall Size and Composition of the
Tax Expenditure Budget

Table 1 summarizes the size and composi
tion of the 1988-89 tax expenditure budget.
This budget includes over 220 individualstate
TEPs. In addition to these state-level TEPs,
over 65 state-established local government
property tax TEPs are included.

Why include local property tax programs?

Priorto proceedingfurther, our rationale for
including reference to property tax programs
in this report deserves mention. After all,
because property taxes are a local revenue
source, legislatively enacted special exemp
tions and other preferential treatments under
this tax do not technically constitute state
TEPs in the same sense as do the special tax
provisions for state taxes. However, such
property tax provisions do impose certain state
costs. For example, property tax TEPs reduce
local property tax allocations to schools, and
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the state is required under current law to
replace the resulting revenues lost to schools
with increased school apportionments. The
state also provides subventions to various
other localgovernmententities to compensate
them for revenue losses from certain state
imposed TEPs, such as the property tax ex
emptions for home owners and senior citi
zens. It is for these reasons that we have
included property tax TEPs in this report.
However, because these payments showup in
the state's direct expenditure budget (for ex
ample, as part of the cost for state aid to K-12
schooldistricts), we have not included them in
ourdollar totals for the state's tax expenditure
budget.

How large is the state's tax expenditure
budget?

In order to measure the dollar size of the tax
expenditure budget, we have relied primarily
upon data provided to us by the California
Franchise Tax Board (which administers both
the personal income tax and bank and corpo
ration tax), the California Board of Equaliza
tion (which administers most otherstate taxe~

and state matters related to local property

taxation), and the California Department of
Finance (which conducts its own review of
TEPs). In the case of some TEPs for which
these agencies could not provide us with
usable cost estimates, we have made our own
estimates. However, there remains a signifi
cant number of TEPs for which no reliable
revenue-loss estimate currently is available
fromanysource,due to data limitations. Italso
must be stressed that even in the case of those
TEPs for which we do have cost estimates,
significant error margins accompany many of
them due to data limitations. We have been
working on an ongoing basis with the state's
tax agencies to both increase the number and
improve fiRe quality of cost estimates for the
state's TEFs. So far, however, our collective
success has been only mixed, due to the seri
ousness of data problems.

With these data problems in mind, Table 1
indicates that the 1988-89 state tax expendi
ture budget totals $17.3 billion for those state
programs where identifiable cost estimates
are available. In addition, local property tax
TEPs amount to about $2 billion (of which
nearly one-half directly translates into state
costs for school apportionments and other

Table 1
Identifiable Revenue Losses from Tax Expenditure Programs,

by Major Tax Category"
1988-89

Estimated Reuenue Loss

Loss as a Percent of Loss as aPercent of
Amount Estimated Tax Total Identifiable

Program Category (dollars in millions) Collections State-Leuel Tax Expenditures

Personal income tax programs $11,823 79.6% 68.1%
Sales and use tax programs 4,126 33.0 23.8
Bank and corporation tax programs 1,038 19.7 6.0
Programs for other state taxes 362 5.5 2.1

Subtotals, all state tax programs $17,349 44.2% 100.0%

Local property tax programs $2,033 16.7% NA
Local share of sales and use tax programs 1,370 33.0 NA

Totals, all programs $20,752 37.4% NA

a Detail may not add to totals due to rounding. Figures shown are derived using the estimates of1988-89 tax collections in effect at the time the
1988-89 budget was enacted.
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Chart 2

D Bank and corpora
tion tax programs

II Programs for
other state taxes

23.8%

• Personal income
Ilia tax programs

Total budget =$17.3 billion

2.1%

local subventions), while the local share of
revenue losses from sales and use tax TEPs
totals about $1.4 billion. As noted earlier,
however, there are many TEPs, especially
involving sales and property taxes, for which
cost estimates currently do not exist. Given
this, the exact total cost of the 1988-89 tax
expenditure budget remains unknown. Nev
ertheless, because cost estimates do existfor at
least most of the major TEP programs, the
$17.3 billion figure gives a reasonable overall
indication of the general magnitude of the
1988-89 state tax expenditure budget.

By comparison, the 1988-89 direct expendi
ture budget totaled $42 billion (excluding
bond fund expenditures), including $35.8 bil
lion in General Fund expenditures. Thus, as
shown in Chart I, the tax expenditure budget
is equivalent in size to over 40 percent of the
total direct expenditure budget and nearly
one-half of the General Fund direct expendi
ture budget.

Chart 1

General Fund
expenditures
($35.8 billion)

D Tax expenditure
budget revenue
losses

Special funds
expenditures
($6.2 billion)

Total direct ex
penditure bUdget

What is the composition of the tax
expenditure budget?

Regarding the composition of the tax ex
penditurebudget,Table1andChart2indicate
that:

• Personal income tax TEPs amount to at
least $11.8 billion, or over 68 percent of
total identifiable state tax expenditures;

• Sales and use tax TEPs amount to at least
$4.1 billion, or nearly 24 percent of total
identifiable state tax expenditures;

• Bank and corporation tax TEPs amount
to at least $1 billion, or about 6 percent of
total identifiable state tax expenditures;

• TEPs related to other state-level taxes
amount to at least $362 million, or 2 per
centoftotalidentifiablestate tax expendi
tures.

Thus, personal income tax TEPs and sales
and use tax TEPs account for by far the largest
dollar shares--over 90 percentcombined--of
total 1988-89 tax expenditures; Table 1 also
shows that state TEPs amount to about 44
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percent of projected 1988-89 state tax reve
nues, with personal income tax TEPs equaling
80 percent of projected personal income tax
revenues, andsales anduse tax TEPs equaling
33 percent of projected sales and use tax reve
nues. We have identified nearly 290 individ
ualTEPs, including 72for thepersonal income
tax, 35 for the bank and corporation tax, 85 for
the sales and use tax, 30 for other state-level
taxes, and 65 for the property tax.

Major Individual Tax Expenditure
Programs

Tables 2 through 6 summarize the most
significant individualTEPs for which identifi
able cost estimates currently are available.
(qescriptive information about most of the
remaining programs can be found in the tax
expenditure compendium that was published
as Volume II of last year's report--Analysis of
the 1987-88 Tax Expenditure Budget, Report No.
87-1, January 1987.)

Personal income tax TEPs

The largest personal income tax TEPs (Table
2) are deductions for mortgage and nonmort
gage interest expenses ($2.8 billion), income
exclusions for employer contributions to
pension plans ($2.1 billion) and health plans
($1.1 billion), deductions for charitable contri
butions ($652 million) and taxes paid ($500
million), and the income exclusion for social
security benefits ($496 million). Altogether,
these six TEPs amount to over $7.6 billion and
accountfor almost two-thirds ofthe totaliden
tifiablecosts of all personal income tax TEPs.
In totaling the costs of personal income tax
TEPs, we have excluded the personal exemp
tion on the grounds that a strong case exists
for defining it as part of the "basic" tax struc
ture. In addition, we have included only that
portion of the standard deduction that is in
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excess of the deductible expenses which
nonitemizing taxpayers could have claimed
in the absence of the standard deduction. We
have done so because it is this amount that the
state would collect in additional tax revenues
if the standard deduction were to be elimi
nated.

Bank and corporation tax TEPs

The largest identifiable bank and corpora~

tion tax TEPs (Table 3) are the deduction for
net operating loss carry-forwards ($338 mil
lion), the income exclusion for Subchapter S
corporations ($295 million), "expensing" de
ductions for research and experimental costs
($175 million) and exploration and develop
ment costs ($59 million), and deductions for
charitable contributions ($47 million). (The
"expensing" deductions referred to above
involve taking atax deduction for the full cost
of an asset in its intial year of operation, as op
posed to depreciating the asset over its eco
nomic life.) These five programs account for
over $900 million, or 90 percent of total iden
tifiable costs for bank and corporation TEPs.
However, other programs for which revenue
losses have not been identified, such as accel
erated depreciation, may be of even larger
magnitude than those identified in Table 3.

Sales and use tax TEPs

The largest sales and use tax TEPs (Table 4)
are the exemptions for food products ($1.6
billion) and for gas, electricity and water ($1.2
billion). These two programs account for two
thirds ofthe total identifiablecosts ofsales and
use taxTEPs. Theremainingone-thirdofiden
tifiable costs are attributable to about a dozen
smaller programs. However, there are over 70
additional sales and use tax TEPs for which
revenue-loss estimatescurrentlyarenot avail
able.
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Table 2
Identifiable State Revenue Losses from Personal Income Tax

Expenditure Programs in 1988-89
(dollars in millions)a,b

Type ofTax Expenditure Program

A. Exclusions and Exemptions from Reported Income
Employer contributions to pension plans
Employer contributions to health plans
Social security benefits
Capital gains on sales of residences (combined programs)
Capital gains for inherited property
Life insurance proceeds
Compensation for injuries or sickness
Miscellaneous fringe benefits
Other programs with identifiable revenue effects

Subtotal

B. Adjustments to Reported Income
Contributions to IRA accounts
Contributions to self-employed retirement plans
Alimony payments
Other programs with identifiable revenue effects

Subtotal

C. Tax Deductions
Mortgage interest
Charitable contributions
Nonmortgage interest
Taxes paid
Miscellaneous expenses
Standard deduction
Medical and dental expenses
Other programs with identifiable revenue effects

Subtotal

D. Tax Credits
Renters' credit
Dependent exemption credit
Child and dependent care expenses
Low-income individuals
Solar energy and energy conservation equipment
Senior citizen credit
Other programs with identifiable revenue effects

Subtotal

E. Other Programs
Special.filing status for heads-of-households and surviving spouses

Total, personal income tax programs

1988-89 Estimated
State Revenue Loss

$2,120
1,087

496
426
200
193
180
152
265

$5,119

$148
77
42

9

$276

$2,238
652
515
500
420
200
115
127

$4,767

$517
456

76
56
47
43

113

$1,307

$354

$11,823

• Detail may not add to totals due to rounding. Personal exemption credits other than the special added benefits provided to heads-of-households
and surviving spouses have been excluded, on the grounds that they constitute part of the "basic" tax structure. The standard deduction revenue
loss is based on the amount bywhich standarddeductions claimed exceed the itemizeddeductions whichnonitemizers could claim in the standard
deduction's absence.

b All revenue loss estimates represent projections developed by the California Franchise Tax Board using 19&5 base-year tax data except for the
mortgage interest deduction, for which the projeclion was developed using 1986 base-year tax data.
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Table 3
Identifiable State Revenue Losses from Bank and Corporation

Tax Expenditure Programs in 1988-89
(dollars in millions)

Type ofTax Expenditure Program

A. Exclusions and Exemptions From Reported Income
Subchapter S corporationsa

Tax-exempt corporations

Subtotal

B. Tax Deductions
Net operating loss carry-forwards
Expensing of research and experimental costs
Expensing of exploration and development costs
Charitable contributions
Other programs with identifiable revenue effects

Subtotal

C. Tax Credits
Research and development
Solar energy and energy conservation equipment
Other programs with identifiable revenue effects

Subtotal

Total, bank and corporation tax programs

1988-89 Estimated
State Revenue Loss

$295
29

$324

$338
175
59
47
45

$664

$25
14
11

$50

$1,038

a Revenue loss shown is net of the peISOnal income tax revenue gain generated by the required pass-through of Subchapter S corporate earnings to
individual shareholders.

Table 4
Identifiable State Revenue Losses from Sales and Use

Tax Expenditure Programs in 1988-89 .
(dollars in millions)

Type ofTax Expenditure Program

Food products
Gas, electricity and water
Vessels and aircraft (various programs)
Cargo and returnable containers
Agricultural feed, seeds and fertilizers
Prescription medicines
Candy and confectionery items
Sales of mobilehomes (various programs)
Custom computer programs
Newspapers and periodicals
Leases of motion pictures
Bottled water
Other programs with identifiable revenue effects

Total, sales and use tax programs

1988-89 Estimated
State Revenue LoSll'

$1,598
1,175

409
219
180
125
85
65
52
51
40
29
98

$4,126

a Estimated local revenue losses to cities, counties and transit districts equal slightly over 33 percent of the state revenue losses shown, or
approximately $1.4 billion in total.
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TEPs for other state taxes

Of the remaining state taxes, the largest
TEPs (Table 5) include the insurance tax ex
emption for nonprofit hospital service plans
($233 million), the excise tax exemption for jet
fuel used bycommoncarriers and the military
($65 million), and the reduced insurance tax
rate for pension and profit-sharing plans ($41
million).

Part One: Overview

Property tax TEPs

The most significant property tax TEPs
(Table 6) include the business inventory ex
emption ($703 million), the exemption for
household furnishings and other personal
effects ($587 million), the home owners' ex
emption ($351 million), the exemption for
property associated with charitable nonprofit
activities ($227million), andthe exemptionfor
open-space lands and historical property ($85
million).

Table 5
Identifiable State Revenue Losses from Tax Expenditure

Programs for Other Major State Taxes in 1988-89
(dollars in millions)

1988-89 Estimated
State Revenue LossType ofTax Expenditure Program

Insurance tax exemption for nonprofit hospital service corporations
Aircraft jet fuel license tax exemption
Partial insurance tax exemption for employee pension and profit sharing plans
Cigarette tax exemption for distributions to the armed forces and Veterans' Administration
Other programs with identifiable revenue effects

Total, programs for other state taxes

Table 6
Identifiable Local Revenue Losses from Property Tax

Expenditure Programs in 1988-89
(dollars in millions)

$233
65
41
8

15

$362

Type ofTax Expenditure Program

Business inventories
Household furnishings
Home owners' exemption
'Welfare" exemption (various programs)
Open-space and historical properties
Real property owned by private colleges and seminaries
Computer programs
Other programs with identifiable revenue effects

Total, property tax programs

1988-89 Estimated
Local Revenue Loss

$703
587
351
227
85
41
16
23

$2,033
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1988-89 Changes to the Tax
Expenditure Budget

Table 7 compares the 1988-89 tax expendi
ture budget for state-level TEPs with the tax
expenditure budgets for each of the two pre
ceding years, both in total and by individual
major tax. The table indicates that the state tax
expenditure budget has increased by an esti
mated $1.1 billion (6.8 percent) in 1988-89.
Thiscompares to an estimated increaseofonly
$445 million (2.8 percent) that occurred in
1987-88. (As discussed below, this low growth
in 1987-88 was due to the first-year effects of
the state tax reform legislation that was en-

acted in 1987.) The 1988-89 growth includes
increases of $606 million (5.4 percent) in per
sonal income tax TEPs, $242 million (6.2 per
cent) in sales and use tax TEPs, $232 million
(29 percent) in bankand corporation tax TEPs
(this large increase again reflects tax reform
distortions), and $31 million (9.4 percent) in
TEPs associated with other state-level taxes.
Table 7 also shows that local property tax
TEPs are estimated to have increased by $72
million (3.7 percent), while the local share of
sales and use tax TEPs is estimated to have
risen by $108 million (8.6 percent).

Table 7
Growth in the Identifiable Revenue Losses

from Tax Expenditure Programs
1986-87 through 1988-89

(dollars in millions»

Gr=th in Identifiable Revenue Losses

Identifiable Revenue Losses 1987-88 1988-89

Program category 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 Amount Percent Amount Percent

Personal income tax programs $11,461 $11,217 $11,823 -$244 -2.1% $606 5.4%

Sales and use tax programs 3,654 3,884 4,126 230 6.3 242 6.2

Bank and corporation tax programs 373 806 1,038 433 116.1 232 28.8

Programs for other state taxes 305 331 362 26 8.5 31 9.4

Subtotals, all state programs $15,793 $16,238 $17,349 $445 2.8% $1,111 6.8%

Local property tax programs 1,881 1,961 2,033 80 4.3 72 3.7

Local share of sales and use
tax programs 1,162 1,262 1,370 100 8.6 108 8.6

-- --
Totals, all programs $18,836 $19,461 $20,752 $625 3.3% $1,291 6.6%

• Figures shown include the distorting effects of 1987state tax reform legislation. For information on these effects see Tables 10 and 11.

What factors are most responsible for these
budget changes?

Changes in the size of the tax expenditure
budget from year to year are primarily due to
two factors:

• First, the number and coverage ofspecific
individual tax expenditure programs
may change, as existing programs are
eliminated, modified or allowed to sun
set, and new programs are enacted.
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• Second, the estimated revenue losses
associated with existing programs may
change, even though these programs'
provisions themselves may be un
changed. This may occur for a variety of
reasons. For instance, the number of tax
payers who qualify for a program may
increase. Or, the dollar value of the tax
base that a program applies to may in
crease, due to inflation or expanded eco
nomic activity.



The effect of changes to TEP programs.
Tables 8 and 9 show the recent changes in the
state tax expenditure budget due to the first
factor noted above--changes in the number

Part One: Overview

and coverage of individualTEPs. Specifically,
Table 8 indicates that the combined first-full
year net identifiable revenue effect of changes
to TEPs made in 1987 has been to reduce tax

Table 8
Selected Tax Expenditure Program Changes due to 1987 Legislation

(dollars in thousands)"

. .. .,

~~~~1111111Iiltlljl:I'II~~1
STATE PROGRAMS

Ch 1138/87 Conforms personal income tax law to federal law (PIT)

Ch 1139/87 Conforms bank and corporation taxlaw to federal law (B&C)

Ch 1300/87 Partial exemption for cold food sold through vending machines (SALES)
Ch 1273/87 Revises pari-mutuel license fees for the northern racing zone;

also reduces quarterhorse license fees (HORSES)

Ch 1103/87 Exemption for property purchased with food stamps (SALES)

Ch 1428/87 Expands enterprise zone program eligibility (PIT, B&C)
Ch 339/87 Exempts real estate mortgage investment conduits (PIT, B&C)

Ch 1481/87 Extends special deduction of scientific equipment to higher education (PIT, B&C)
Ch 1465/87 Exempts credit union earnings on investments (PIT, B&C)
Ch 1352187 Extends exemption for fuel used by commercial fishing operators (SALES)

Ch 1471/87 Exemption for modifications to vehicles for the handicapped (SALES)
Ch 384/87 Expands exemption for orthopedic shoes and other supportive devices (SALES)

Ch 1280/87 Requires reimbursement of tax to owners who purchased defective vehicles (SALES)
Ch 945/87 Checkoff for Alzheimer's Disease research (PIT, B&C)
Ch 851/87 Exempts temporary teachers at private high schools from income tax withholding (PIT, B&C)
Ch 1095/87 Extends exemption for California Gold medallions (SALES)

Ch 1193/87 Checkoff for contributions to Vietnam Veterans' Memorial Fund (PIT, B&C)
Ch 1272187 Reduces harness racing license fees at tracks longer than one mile (HORSES)

LOCAL PROPERTY TAX PROGRAMS

Ch 186/87 Permits elderly home owners to "transfer" the value of a current home to a new home
for property tax purposes

Ch 261/87 Removes fixtures from the definition of taxable property

Ch 48/87 Provides that certain parent-to-child property transfers are not a "change in ownership"
Ch 1469/87 Extends welfare exemption to low-income rental housing

Ch 1228/87 Exemption for nonprofit multispecialty outpatient clinics

Ch 144/87 Permits Williamson Act lands to be assessed at full market value if this value is lower
than other assessment measures

Ch 1412187 Exemption for city-owned nonprofit entity devoted to pUblic purposes

$633,000"

425,000"

13,200

5,100

3,700

2,000

1,500

1,000
800

640

225
225

145
100
100

48
35
33

16,800
15,900
15,000

3,500
800

250

72

Program Terminations and Reductions Revenue Gain

STATE PROGRAMS

Ch 1138/87 Conforms personal income tax law to federal law (PIT)

Ch 1139/87 Conforms bank and corporation tax law to federal law (B&C)

LOCAL PROPERTY TAX PROGRAMS

Summary of Revenue Effects
Total Identifiable State Revenue Losses

Total Identifiable State Revenue Gains

NET IDENTIFIABLE REVENUE GAIN

1,648,000b

88,000

NA

$1,086,851

1,736,000

$649,149

" State taxes to which individual program changes apply are noted in parentheses for each program change shown, using the following notation:
personal income tax (PIT), bank and corporation tax (B&C), sales and use tax (SALES), and the horse racing tax (HORSE).

b Revenue effects are for 1988-89 unless otherwise noted.

C This estimate is for 1987-88. Neither the DepartmentofF"mance nor the FranchiseTaxBoardhave prepared an estimatefor the effect of thismeasure
in 1988-89. However, the 1987-88 estimate essentially represents the first-full-year effect of the legislation.
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Table 9
Selected Tax Expenditure Program Changes due to 1988 Legislation

(dollars in ·thousands)a

STATE PROGRAMS

$17,000

Ch 1227/88
Ch 32/88
Ch 1157/88

Ch 1647/88
Ch 1437/88
Ch 904188
Ch 710/88

and
Ch 711/88
Ch 1234/88
Ch 774/88
Ch 31/88

Ch 11/88 Expands the deductibility of net operating losses, and makes other
tax conformity clean-up changes (PIT, B&C)

Ch 1521/88 Establishes tax credit program for "small" employers who provide specified health care
benefits to their employees (PIT, B&C)

Ch 1239/88 Establishes tax credit program for employers who provide specified child care assistance
to their employees (PIT, B&C)

Ch 1504/88 Conforms to federal provisions related to Employee Stock Ownership Plans
effective 1/1/90 (PIT, B&C)
Expands exemption of fuel and petroleum purchases for international airline flights (SALES)
Reinstates certain provisions related to enterprise zones (PIT, B&C)
Expands exemption for goods and services used in the production of motion pictures
and television programming (SALES)

Ch 1349/88 Expands eligibility for the joint-custody head-of-household tax credit (PIT)
Ch 905/88 Provides a use tax exemRtion for property donated by retailers to specified

charitable organizations (SALES)
Exempts transportation charges for fill dirt (SALES)
Reinstates certain provisions related to ridesharing (PIT, B&C)
Exempts purchases of property for display by the California Museum of Science and Industry (SALES)
Expands to youth organizations generally the partial exemption currently granted to specified
youth groups for sales of prepared food (SALES)

Expands eligibility for the military pay tax credit (PIT)
Extends through 1993 the partial exemption for non-motor-vehicle alcohol fuels (FUEL)
Increases the deductibility of certain "passive" activity losses related to low-income
housing investments (PIT, B&C)

Ch 1333/88 Extends the sunset date for a specified tax relief program for International Banking Facilities (B&C)
Ch 1490/88 Excludes specified relocation assistance payments from taxable income (PIT)

LOCAL PROPERTY TAX PROGRAMS

Ch 411/88 Deletes residency requirement for the disabled veterans property tax exemption.
Ch 1559/88 Exempts "supercomputer" at UC San Diego from possessory interest tax.
Ch 1296/88 Extends the welfare exemption for low-income rental housing to housing

leased to a charitable organization.
Ch 1591/88 Expands welfare exemption to include property occasionally used for fund-raising

and necessary employee housing. .

Ch 1625/88 Expands exemption from reassessment for transfers of mobilehome parks
to tenant ownership corporations.

13,000"

8,500

8,000
2,150
1,000

400
375

200
150
100
50

50
40
35

NA
NA
NA

$1,500
123

25

NA

NA

Program Terminations and Reductions Revenue Gain

STATE PROGRAMS NA

LOCAL PROPERTY TAX PROGRAMS NA

Ch 769/88 Requires reassessment on transfer of residence from a parent to a former son- or daughter-in-law. NA
Ch 1076/88 lightens eligibility for exemption from reassessment on purchase of mobilehome parks by tenants. NA
Ch 1606/88 Provides partial denial of welfare exemption for property that also produces unrelated business income. NA

Summary of Revenue Effects

Total Identifiable State Revenue Losses
Total Identifiable State Revenue Gains

NET IDENTIFIABLE REVENUE LOSS

$51,050

$51,050

a State taxes to which individual program changes apply are noted in parentheses for each program change shown, using the following notation:
personal income tax (PIT), bank and corporation tax (B&O, sales and use tax (SALES), and the use fuel tax (FUEL).

b Fll"st-full-year revenue effect will occur in 1989-90 for most provisions.

C This measure's provisions only become effective upon certification of specified fiscal conditions, but in no case does the measure become effective
prior to January 1, 1990.
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expenditures by about $650 million. Most of
this reduction is due to the effects of state tax
reform legislation. The net effect of the re
maining 1987 legislation was to increase the
1988-89 tax expenditure budget by about $30
million. Regarding 1988 legislation, Table 9
indicates that its net effect is an increase in tax
expenditures of about $51 million.

Exactly what has tax reform done to TEPs?
Table 10 summarizes the major provisions of
the federal-conformity tax reform legislation
that the state enactedin 1987 (Chapters 1138
and 1139), while Table 11 specifically identi
fies the approximate effects of tax reform on
tax expenditures. As shown in Table 10, tax
reform broadened the state's tax base,
primarily by eliminating various tax de
ductions and income exclusions. Tax rates
also were lowered, with the objective being to
make the legislation relatively revenue

Part One: Overview

neutral. Table 11 shows that these and other
features of tax reform lowered the total dollar
volume of state tax expenditures below what
it otherwise would have been by over $675
million in 1987-88, the first fiscal year affected
by tax reform. This effect carries over into
1988-89 and thereafter, although it is some
what less than in 1987-88 because of how the
revenue effects of certain individual tax
reform provisions are phasing-in over time.

One thing in Table 11 that deserves special
explanation is why the level of bank and cor
poration TEPs is shown to increase (that is,
cause a larger revenue loss) under tax reform,
despite both base broadening and lower tax
rates. The reason is that the tax reform provi
sions for net operating loss carry-forwards
and Subchapter S corporations shown in Ta
ble 11, which represent increases in TEPs and
cost the state revenues to provide, are "paid

Table 10
Major Provisions of 1987 State Tax Refonn

Chapters 1138 and 1139

IEtttjtltlU!!§B.~Q.NiUJmgQMljjm#.X]iiJ.!iiWt:I¥MH;;ll
Base-broadening changes ----------1

• Full taxation of capital gains
• Passive loss limits and "at risk" rules
• Repeal of income averaging
• Other provisions, including elimination or reduction

of various tax deductions and income exclusionsa

Other changes---------------'
• Reduction of marginal tax rates and revisions to

tax brackets
• Conformity to the federal standard deduction
• Increases in personal and dependent credits, and

allowances for senior credit
• Enactment/expansion of other credits
• Provisions to encourage tax compliance

11:t:1tf:)~#.Ng::ANf¥g§)l3RQRAjjQNttg::~AWtmlt::::t:)
Base-broadening changes --------1
• Uniform capitalization rules
• Limits on business and entertainment deductions
• Restrictions on long-term contract accounting

methods
• Limits on cash-accounting methods
• Limits on expensing of intangible drilling costs
• Various other provisions

Other changes---------------1
• Conformity to federal rules for taxing Subchapter S

corporations, accompanied by a special 2.5
percent surtax

• Partial carryover of net operating losses
• Reduction in tax rate from 9.6% to 9.3%
• Other provisionsb

a Affected areas includeretirementcontributions, pensions, moving expenses, alimony, charitable contributions, state and local taxes, consumer and
investment interest, accounting methods, employee business expenses, business meals and entertainment, depreciation, and others.

b Includes increase in the basic minimum tax, conformity to the federal alternative minimum tax, conformity to various federal tax credits, and
provisions relating to tax compliance and other subjects.
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Table 11
Identifiable Revenue Effects of Significant Tax Conformity

Provisions on 1987-88 TEPs
(dollars in millions»

Personal Income Tax Law

I. Program Extensions, Expansions and Enactments
Contributions to IRA accounts -$75
Contributions to Keogh plans -60
Standard deduction -50
Charitable contributions .-50
Dependent exemption credit -304
Other creditsb -94

Bank and Corporation Tax Law

Subchapter S Corporations
Partial carryover of net operating losses

-$249
-176

Subtotals

II. Program Terminations and Reductions
Full taxation of capital gains
Employee business expenses and
miscellaneous expenses
Medical and dental expenses
Taxes paid
Nonmortgage interest
Income averaging

Subtotals

Total Effects

-$633

$764

254
65

213
172
180

$1,648

$1,015

-$425

Limits on business and
entertainment deductions $63
Limits on expensing of intangible drilling costs 25

$88

-$337

> Source: Assembly/Senate Conference Committee on TaxReform, Department of Fmance and Franchise Tax Board.

b Includes credit for political contributions, and Increases In the credits for child care and the elderly.

for" primarily by the revenue-increasing uni
form capitalization rules adopted under tax
reform. In ouropinion, these uniform capitali
zation rules are most appropriately viewed as
a change in the state's "basic tax structure."
Thus, although these rules result in added
state revenues, we do not show them as reduc
ing tax expenditures.

The effect of economic factors. Given the
above, most of the net increase in the tax
expenditure budget in 1988-89 is attributable
to the second factor cited above--increased
costs of existing programs due to economic
factors such as expanded business activity,
inflation, and increased numbers of taxpay-
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ers. In other words, the 1988-89 growth in the
tax expenditure budget is primarily economi
cally driven, as opposed to being mostly
caused by tax policy changes.

Historically tax policy changes have been a
small factor

Tax policy changes have played a relatively
minor role in the tax expenditure budget's
growth in recent years--often a much lesser
role, in fact, than in 1987 and 1988. For ex
ample, as summarized in Table 12, the net
first-full-year effect of tax policy changes has
been to increase the tax expenditure budget
(that is, reducestate revenues) by onlymodest



amounts in 1981, 1982 and 1984, and to
actually reduce the tax expenditure budget
(that is, increase state revenues) by fairly sig
nificant amounts in 1983, 1985 and 1986. Simi
larly, the revenue losses from new or ex
panded tax expenditure programs during the
1980s havebeenfairlysmall,neveramounting
to more than a fraction of 1 percent of the total
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tax expenditure budget. In fact, the data in
Tables 11 and 12 indicate that even if one
excludes the significant net reduction in tax
expenditures caused by the state's 1987 tax
reform legislation, the net effect of legislative
policy actions during the decade of the 1980s
still has been to reduce the size of the state's tax
expenditure budget.

Table 12
Identifiable Revenue Effects of New Legislation Affecting the

Number and Cost of State Tax Expenditure Programs
1981 through 1988

(dollars in millions)"

First-Full-Year Revenue Effects

Year Legislation Enacted Revenue Gains Revenue Losses Net Effect

1981 $63.8 -$63.8
1982 $29.4 52.0 -22.6
1983 180.8 21.8 159.0
1984 13.0 43.1 -30.1
1985 122.7 17.1 105.6
1986 257.5 57.0 200.5
1987 1,736.0 1,086.9 649.1
1988 51.0 -51.0

a Figures shown for 1981 through 1985 are derived from data presented in the 1987-88 Governar's Budget, pages 107 to 109. Figures shown for 1986
are derived from our report Analysis of the 1987-88 Tax Expenditure Budget (Volume I, Part I, Table 8, pages 16 to 17). Figures shown for 1987 and
1988 are derived, respectively, from Tables 8 and 9 above.

Summary

Given the above, tax policy changes typi
cally have tended to have relatively limited
effects on the total size and growth of the tax
expenditure budget. Rather, year-to-year

changes in the budget are mostly attributable
to the expanding tax base of the economy and
other economic and demographic factors,
which automatically increase the costs associ
ated with most TEPs.
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Legislative Policy Issues Regarding Tax Expenditures
The main issue facing the Legislature with

respect to tax expenditures involves its ongo
ing decisions regarding whether individual
TEPs should be enacted, extended, modified,
replaced with a direct expenditure program,
or terminated altogether.

How Can the Legislature Best
Approach Making Its Decisions
About TEPs?

In making its decisions about TEPs, it is
desirable that the Legislature do two things.

• First, the objective(s) ofa TEP should be
clearly agreed upon by the Legislature.
The reason this is important is because
the effectiveness and economic sensibil
ity of a program cannot be properly
evaluated without its purpose being
known. The underlying rationales for
most existing TEPs fall into three general
categories-- to provide taxreliefto specific
individuals and/or businesses, to
provide economic incentives to encourage
certain types of private sector economic
activity, orlo simplify or reduce the costs of
state tax administration. Whenever the
Legislature reviews a TEP, it needs to
determine if the TEP's objective is consis
tent with the Legislature's current policy
objectives and spending priorities. Ifnot,
the TEP should be eliminated and the
revenues gained from doing so used for a
better purpose.

• Second,ajudgmentmustbemaderegard
ing whether a TEP is a cost-effective
means of achieving its agreed-upon
objective(s). Assessing the cost-effective
ness of individual TEPs involves deter
mining whether their objectives actually
are being realized, whether a TEP's bene
fits exceed the revenues foregone to pro
vide them, and whether there is a less
costlyway of providingthese same bene
fits.
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Significant Data Limitations Exist
Unfortunately, it has been our experience

that some very significant impediments can
be encountered when attempting to evaluate
many TEPs. By far the most important prob
lem involves data limitations. For example:

• Basic information is frequently lacking
on the numberand characteristics ofa TEP's
actual beneficiaries. This makes it impos
sible to accurately estimate the cost of
many TEPs, let alone evaluate exactly
what types of taxpayers they are helping,
including how a program's benefits are
distributed by income class.

• Likewise, data usually are hard to corne
by regarding exactly how the behavior of
taxpayers is affected by TEPs. This is an
important roadblock to evaluating
whether the economic incentives that
some TEPs claim to offer, accomplish
much more than simply providing
"windfall benefits" to certain taxpayers.

Our own attempts to overcome these data
problems, such as surveyingtarget groups of
taxpayers who we think may be affected by a
particular TEP, have met with only mixed
success. Thus, realistically speaking, there are
many TEPs for which the Legislature may
neverhaveconclusive evidenceas to theircost
effectiveness.

What Are the Options?
In the case ofTEPs for which relatively good

data exist, decisions about these programs
preferably should be based primarily on
whether they are cost-effective in meeting their
objectives. However, what about the remain
ing TEPs, for which better data are needed but
are either impractical or otherwise difficult to
obtain? Here,"Y~ believe that the Legislature
has three basic options:

• First, the TEP can be left in place, even
though its exactcost-effectiveness cannot



be determined. This option makes sense
when the rationale for the program is
extremely strong, there are obvious
administrative savings of using a TEP
instead of a direct expenditure program,
and circumstantial evidence exists that
the TEP is not bestowing large windfall
benefits on taxpayers for whom the pro
gram really was not intended. In this
case, however, the Legislature still
should carefully review the TEP's eligi
bility requirements to ensure that what
ever windfall benefits may be occurring
are minimized.

• Second, the TEP can be replaced with a
direct expenditure program, whose costs
can be more directly controlled and
whose benefits can be more accurately
targeted thanbyusing a TEP. This option
makes the most sense when a program's
rationale is strong, but there do not ap
pear to be large administrative savings
from using a TEP, and it appears likely
that the TEP is producing significant
windfall benefits which cannot easily be
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controlled. Given the current constraints
of the state's constitutional appropria
tions limit, however, use of this option
may require the elimination or curtail
ment of some other direct expenditure
program in order to "free up" sufficient
appropriations authority.

• Third, the TEP can be eliminated alto
gether. This option is especially worth
considering when the Legislature feels
strongly that a particular program must
becost-effectiveto justifyitscontinuance,
but there are no data or other evidence to
prove that it is.

We believe that the use ofstandards such as
these will help to ensure that whenever the
Legislature evaluates TEPs, they will be sub
jected to the same general types of cost~effec
tiveness considerations that apply to the di
rect expenditure budget.

We now tum to Part Two of this report,
which contains our detailed reviews of se
lectedindividual tax expenditureprograms.•:.
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Part Two: Detailed Reviews

Part Two

Detailed Reviews of
Selected Individual Tax
Expenditure Programs

This part of the report presents detailed
reviews ofselected individual tax expenditure
programs (TEPs),as requiredbyACR17.Each
review provides a description of the provi
sions of the TEP being considered and its
rationale(s), an estimate of the state revenue
losses caused by the TEP, an evaluation of the
TEP's cost effectiveness in achieving its objec
tives, and recommendations regarding con
tinuing, modifying or eliminating the TEP.
The reviews appearing in this report were
chosen on the basis of such criteria as their
efficiency in achieving their opjectives, their
applicability to only limited groups of taxpay
ers, and to comply with existing statutory
reporting requirements.

The six individual programs which have
beenselected for detailed review in this report
include the following:

• The personal income tax itemized deduc
tion for mortgage interest expenses;

• The special accelerated depreciation
deduction for residential rental housing;

• The sales anduse tax exemptionfor pack
ing ice and dry ice;

• The in lieu tax on racehorses;
• The partial property tax exemption for

land under a wildlife habitat contract;
and

• The sales and use tax exemptionfor coins
and bullion.

These individual reviews are presented
below.
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Part Two: Personal Income Tax Deduction for Mortgage Interest Expenses

Review of the Personal Income Tax

Deduction for Mortgage Interest Expenses

This is the state's single largest tax expendi- borrow money for purchasing homes at a
ture program. It allows taxpayers to claim an government-subsidized, lower-than-normal
itemized personal income tax deduction for interest rate. In the absence of this program,
the interest expenses they incur for mortgage taxpayers who borrow money by taking out
debt. This has the practical effect of allowing mortgage loans would receive no interest
taxpayers who itemize their deductions to subsidy from the state.

Statutory Authorization and Legislative History
This program is authorizedbySection 17201

of the California Revenue and Taxation Code,
which conforms state law to federal Internal
Revenue Code Section 163.

The mortgage interest deduction has been
part of the state's Personal Income Tax (PIT)
law since its inception in 1935. The deduction
initially was adopted primarily to conform
state law with federal law, which has allowed

Description of Provisions
This program allows taxpayers to claim an

itemized income tax deductionfor the amount
ofqualified mortgage interest which is paid or
accrued within a taxable year.

Prior to 1987 the interest paid on all mort
gage loans, including mortgage-backed loans
like home equity loans, was fully deductible
for state and federal tax purposes. However,
the federal Tax Reform Act of 1986 enacted
new restrictions on the amount of mortgage
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this deduction since 1913. Chapter 1138, Stat
utesof1987(AB53),conformedCalifornialaw
to the new federal restrictions governing the
deductibility of mortgage interest expenses
which were enacted by the Federal Tax Re
form Act of 1986. (California does not cur
rently conform, however, to the additional
federal law changes made in 1987. These
changes are identified later in this review.)

interest expenses that could be deducted by
federal taxpayers, beginning with the 1987
income year. Under the federal rules enacted
in 1986, which California conformed to under
Chapter 1138,state taxpayers now can deduct
only the mortgage-related interest paid on
their principal residence and, if theyhave one,
a second residence. These rules also limit the
amount of mortgage debt on which interest is
deductible to be the lesser of:
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• The current fair market value of the resi
dence involved; or

• The cost of acquiring the residence, plus
the cost of home improvements made to
it and the amount of debt incurred for
certainspecifiedmedicaland educational
expenses (but no other types of ex
penses).

Thus, the practical effect of these new provi
sions is to "tighten up" on the ability of prop
erty owners to receive state interest subsidies
for buying multiple residences, or for financ
ing consumer spending from the· built-up
equity in their homes. This latter restriction on
the deductibility of interest on home equity
loans has been accompanied by recent state
and federal restrictions on the deductibility of
nonmortgage interest expenses as well. (Since
the enactment ofthe federal TaxReform Act of
1986, federal law regarding mortgage interest
deductibility was again revised·in 1987. This
new federal law, to which California does not
currently conform, places a limit of $1 million
on the amount of mortgage indebtedness in
curred for purchasing or improving resi
dences on which a federal tax deduction for
interest expenses maybeclaimed. In addition,
federal law now permits only the interest on
the first $100,000 of a taxpayer's home equity
borrowing to be deducted, irrespective of the
purpose of the borrowing and providing the
debt does not exceed the full market value of
the property backing the loan.)

Rationales for the Program
Three basic rationales have been advanced

in support ofthe mortgage interest deduction.

The Home Ownership Rationale
The most commonly cited rationale for this

program is that it provides an incentive for
home ownership. This is because most home
purchases require mortgage financing, and
the deductibility of interest reduces the net
after-tax cost of such financing. It often is
claimed that home ownership is worth en-

Example

Suppose that a taxpayer purchased a princi
pal residence in 1980 for $100,000, using a
$20,000 cash down payment and an $80,000
mortgage loan. Suppose further that during
the next several years the taxpayer made
$30,000 worth of home improvements, paid
for by cash withdrawn from a savings ac
count. By 1988, the taxpayer finds that the
home is worth $160,000 and the outstanding
balance on the mortgage loan has fallen to
$70,000. Thus, the taxpayer's home equity is
$90,000. Given this large equity, the taxpayer
decides to take out a secondmortgage inorder
to use some of this built-up equity to buy a
new car, put on a new roof, and take a vaca
tion.

Under this program, the taxpayer could
deduct the interest he pays onboth the $70,000
outstanding balance on the original mortgage
and the first $60,000 of his second mortgage
(that is, theinterestona total of$130,000 worth
of mortgage debt, since this equals the cost of
the home and its improvements). Assuming
that the taxpayer is paying an interest rate of
10 percentand is subject to the maximumstate
and federal marginal income tax rates, this
program could reduce his taxable income by
around $13,000, his direct state tax liability by
about $1,200, and his total tax liability (after
accounting for the interaction between state
and federal taxes discussed below) by about
$870.

couraging because it generates substantial
public benefits, including neighborhood sta
bility, promotion of civic responsibility,· and
encouragement of proper maintenance of
residential structures by their occupants.

The Economic Stimulus Rationale
Asecond rationale frequently offered for the

mortgage interest deduction is the claim that
it stimulates economic activity in the construc
tion and real estate industries, which in tum
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canbenefit the overall economyby generating
additional income and employment. It is cer
tainly true that home building definitely can
provide significant economic stimulus to the
state's economy. However, this rationale suf
fers from failing to recognize that if this pro
gram were not in effect, the money used to
fund it probably would be used in some
alternative way, either by the state or taxpay
ers, thatalsowouldhavestimulative economic
effects.

This alternative stimulus would occur, for
example, if the state were to use the tax sav
ings from eliminating this program to fund
capital infrastructure projects like highway
construction, or if the savings were used to
provide alternative types of tax benefits (such
as other tax expenditures or reduced tax rates)
that would increase taxpayers' after-tax dis
posable incomes and thus either stimulate
their spending or increase the amount of
household savings available to fund business
investment. For these reasons, the economic
stimulus rationale does not necessarily pro
vide a convincing justification for this pro
gram.

The Tax Equity Rationale
A third argument sometimes advanced for

this program is that owners of residential
rental property get to deduct their mortgage
interest costs, and not allowing the same
deduction for home owners would be inequi
table and discriminate against home owner
ship. This argument, however, fails to recog
nize that the interest costs associated with
rental property are a direct business expense
incurred by landlords in earning their rental

Evaluation of the Program

income, which is subject to taxation. Home
owners, in contrast, are not required to recog
nize as taxable income the implicit rental
value ofthe housing services they derive from
their homes.

The key point here is that both owner-occu
pied and rental homes generate housing serv
ices that their occupants consume, and these
services have a market value and therefore
generate income to the property owner. For
home owners who invest in a house, the
housing services they consume really are an
investment return to them, just like the rents
paid for a rental house are an investment
return· to the landlord. Thus, regardless of
whether a home is rented or owned, the hous
ing services it generates result in "income,"
even though this income must only be re
ported for tax purposes if a home happens to
be rented.

Thus, the current tax treatment of income
from owner-occupied housing and rental
property is not at all analogous, and one can
not rationalize permitting home owners to
deduct their mortgage interest costs just be
cause the owners of rental property can do so
as a business expense. (In fact, many econo
mists argue thatbecause home owners pay no
taxes ontheir implicit rentalincomefrom their
homes, permitting them to deduct their mort
gage interest expenses is itselfinequitable and
discriminates against owners of rental prop
erty and their tenants.)

Given the above, we believe that the first
rationale mentioned -- encouraging home
ownership - is the one that should be focused
on when evaluating this program.

This section provides our evaluation of this preparing this analysis we have relied on tax
tax expenditure program, including the pro- return data provided by the Franchise Tax
gram's usage and costs to the state in terms of Board (FTB), and also have incorporated the
foregone income tax revenues, the charac- findings of various economic research studies
teristics of its claimants, and its cost effect- regarding the effects of mortgage interest
iveness inachieving its intended objectives. In deductibility.
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Findings Regarding Program Usage
and Revenue Losses

As noted earlier, the deduction for mortgage
interest is the single largest itemized deduc
tion claimedbystate taxpayers. Chart 3shows
the number of taxpayers claiming the mort
gage interest deduction and the total amount
of deductions claimed for income years 1980
through 1987. The deductions claimed in
clude interest paid on all mortgage and mort
gage-backed debt, including home mortgage
interest paid on principal residences, vacation
homes and home equity loans."

Nearly 4 million taxpayers benefit

As shown in Chart 3, it is estimated that
nearly $29 billion in mortgage interest deduc
tions were claimed by about 3.8 million Cali
fornia taxpayers for the 1987income year. Tax
returns reporting the deduction represent

Chart 3

approximately 30 percent of all personal in
come tax returns and over 70 percent of re
turns with itemized deductions. The average
mortgage interest deduction perreturn is esti
mated to exceed $7,600.

Program costs - around $1.7 billion and
growing

The state's costs of funding TEPs with in
come tax deductions usually are computed by
multiplying the amount of deductions
claimed by the average marginal tax rate of
taxpayers using the program. Data from the
FTB suggest that taxpayers claiming mort
gage interest deductions have an average
marginal tax rate of around 7 percent. Apply
ing this rate to the nearly $29 billionin deduc
tions claimed yields an estimatedrevenuecost
for this program of over $2 billion.

Income Years 1980 through 19878

Number of tax returns claiming the deduction
4 (in millions)
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80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87
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Amount of state mortgage
interest deductions claimed

(dollars In billions)

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

a Data ale from the California Flanchise Tax Board. Figures for 1987are estimated.
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However, the actual state revenue gain that
would result if this program was eliminated
would be less than this amount. This is be
cause the dollar amount of the mortgage
deductions that most taxpayers claim is such
a significant share of their total itemized de
ductions, that eliminating this program
would cause many taxpayers to be better off
switching to the standard deduction instead
of continuing to claim itemized deductions.
For these taxpayers, not all of their eliminated
mortgage interest deductions would result in
more revenues to the state. For example,
suppose that in 1987 a married taxpayer had
total itemized deductions of $10,000, ofwhich
$7,500 were for mortgage interest expenses.
Because eliminating this program wouldhave
reduced his itemized deductions to only
$2,500, this taxpayer would have switched to
claiming the state's $3,760 standard deduc
tion. Thus, his actual deductions would only
have fallen by (and thus his taxable income
risen by) $6,600, and not his entire $7,500
worth of mortgage expenses.

Chart 4

$2.0

1.6

1.2

0.8

0.4

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

a Estimates by the Legislative Analyst, based on data from the Califomia
Franchise Tax BoariJ. State revenue losses shown assume an average
marginal state income tax rate of approximately 7 percent. They also
assume that if the mortgage interest deduction was eliminated, the decline
in total reported income tax deductions would equal only about 85 percent
of the reported mortgage interest deductions, due to the interaction with
the standard deduction.
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Based upon data from the FTB, it appears
that the majority of taxpayers who would fall
into this situation have incomes under
$30,000, a group which accounts for a bit
under 15 percent of total mortgage interest
deductions. Given this, it appears that the
general order of magnitude of the state's cost
of providing this program is in the range of
$1.7 billion. This estimate reflects the FTB's
projected total amount of mortgage interest
deductions for 1987, and assumes an average
marginal state income tax rate of 7 percent.
Data from the FTB also suggest that the aver
age tax reduction per taxpayer claiming the
deduction is around $535 per return for the
state, or a net of $385 after taking account of
the deductibility of state taxes on federal in
come tax returns.

Chart 4 indicates that the costs for this pro
gram have nearly tripled between 1980 and
1987. Some of this increase simply reflects
demographic factors like population growth.
However, much of it also is due to escalating
California home prices and persistently high
mortgage interest rates, along with the grow
ing popularity during this period of financing
nonhousing expenditures through home
equity loans.

Findings Regarding Characteristics
of Claimants

Charts 5 and 6 show the extent to which the
state's mortgage interest deduction is claimed
by taxpayers in different income categories.
These data are for the 1986 income year, the
most recent tax year for which such informa
tion had been published at the time we under
took our analysis.

High-income taxpayers benefit
disproportionately

Chart 5 indicates that the deduction is
claimed by taxpayers throughout the entire
income spectrum, and that the largest number
of users have mid-level incomes. However,
higher-income taxpayers are by far the heavi
est users of the program in terms of both the
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Use by California Taxpayers of the State's Mortgage
Interest Deduction, by Income Class
Income Year 1986

• Share of total California tax returns
_ that claim the deduction

D Share of total mortgage interest
deductions claimed by Californians

fm Percent of taxpayers in each
[]] income class who claim the

deduction
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Source: Califomia Franchise Tax Board.

percentage who claim the deduction (see
especially the graph on the right in Chart 5)
and the average dollaramounts deducted (see
Chart 6). For example:

• The deduction is claimed by only 15 per
cent of all taxpayers who have adjusted
gross income (AGI) between $10,000 and
$20,000 and by 32 percent of those who
have AGI between $20,000 and $30,000,
compared to about 80 percent of those
taxpayers with AGI over $50,000.

• Taxpayers with AGI over $50,000 also
account for about 48 percent of the total
dollar amount of deductions claimed,
even though this group comprises only
one-third of all taxpayers who use the
deduction. This occurs because the aver
age dollar deduction claimed increases
with income (see Chart 6).

Average Mortgage Interest Deduction
Per Return, by Income Class
Income year 1986

$20,000

16,000
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8,000

4,000
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Source: Califomia Franchise Tax Board.
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1987 Tax Savings Per $100 of Mortgage
Interest Deductions, by Selected
Income Levelsa

a Data shown apply to joint-return taxpayefS.

b Net tax savings are less than state tax savings because state tax liabilities
may be clairried as an itemized deduction on federal tax returns. Thus,
lower state tax liabilities result in a partially offsetting increase in federal
tax liabilities. The reason why the net tax savinfJs drop off somewhat for
taxable income above $50,000 is that the states maximum marginal
income tax rate (9.3 percent) is already in effect at $50.000, whereas the
maximum federal rate has yet to be reached.

larger amounts of mortgage interest deduc
tions, higher-income taxpayers also receive a
larger tax benefit perdollar ofmortgage inter
est expenses than do lower-income taxpayers.
This is illustrated in Chart 7, and is due to the
state's progressive marginal tax rate schedule.
Forexample,a joint-return taxpayerwith1987
taxable income of$47,900 ormore falls into the
state's highest marginal income tax bracket of
9.3 percent. Therefore, this taxpayer receives a
$9.30 state tax reduction for every $100 in
mortgage interest expenses claimed. In con
trast, a joint-return taxpayer with $30,000 of
taxable income falls within the 6 percent
bracket, and thus receives a smaller state tax
reduction--only $6--for the same dollar
amount of reported interest expenses. (Chart
7 also shows what the net benefits become at
different income levels after accounting for
the deductibility of state taxes on federal tax
returns. Here, too, the tax savings per $100 of
deductions generally rise with income).

Findings Regarding the Program's
Cost Effectiveness

Themajorcriterionfor evaluating the merits
ofa tax expenditure program is whetherit has
achieved its objectives in the most cost-effec
tive mannerpossible. That is, has the program
accomplished its objectives, and done so less
expensively compared to other approaches
available to the state? As noted earlier, the
most commonly cited rationales offered for
this program are:

• To provide a financial incentive for fami
lies to buy homes; and

• To benefit the economy by stimulating ac
tivity in the construction and real estate
industries, and thereby increase state
income and employment.

Does the program really encourage home
ownership?

There is no question that this program in
creases the incentive for taxpayers to pur
chase homes. This is because it lowers the

1m State tax savings

D Net tax savingsb

$10,000 $20,000 $30,000 $40,000 $50,000 $75,000 $1ro~

TAXABLE INCOME

2
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8

6

$10

Why Do High-Income Taxpayers Benefit
Most? There are several reasons for the dis
proportionate usage of the program by high
income taxpayers. First, compared to taxpay
ers at lower income levels, such taxpayers are
more likely to own homes rather than rent. In
addition, higher-income taxpayers are able to
afford more expensive homes, which gener
ally means that they take out larger mortgage
loans and therefore have more interest ex
penses. Finally, higher-income taxpayers are
more likely to be able to itemize their deduc
tions, and therefore to use this program, be
cause they also tend to have significant other
types of deductions such as charitable contri
butions. Conversely, lower-income taxpayers
are more likely to be nonitemizers, in which
case they cannot take advantage of this pro
gram.

Higher-income home owners also get more
''bang for the buck." In addition to claiming
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after-tax cost of home ownership. The key
issue from the perspective of cost effective
ness, however, is whether the response of
taxpayers to this added incentive is large
enough to justify the program's cost. For
example, if the reduction in housing costs due
to the program is simply too small to affect the
home-buying decisions of most taxpayers,
then the program is not cost-effective because
it simply ends up giving "windfall benefits"
to those taxpayers whose behavior would
have been the same even in the program's
absence. Thus,under these circumstances, the
resources represented by the tax savings ac
cruing to individual home owners may not be
used in the most cost-effective fashion.

The actual effect of this program on home
ownership depends primarily on two factors:

• The amount by which the program re
duces the costs of home ownership; and

• The sensitivity of individuals' decisions
about buying homes to this cost reduc
tion.

Reductions in housing costs are relatively
modest. For illustration purposes, Table 13
shows the net benefit of the program for a
taxpayer, depending upon the taxpayer's
mortgage loan size, mortgage interest rate,
income level and marginal income tax
bracket. Consider, for example, the case of a
taxpayer who takes out a $125,000 mortgage
loan at 10 percent interest to buy a $140,000

home, which was the approximate 1987 me
dianpurchase price ofa single-familyhome in
California. Assuming that this taxpayer
spends about 30 percent of his monthly after
tax income on mortgage payments and has a
marginal state income tax rate of 8 percent,
Table 13 indicates that this program would
save the taxpayerabout $60 per month during
the first year of the mortgage (this net savings
incorporates the interactionbetweenstateand
federal tax liabilities). This compares to his
monthly loan payments of $1,097, plus an
additional monthly cost of probably $150 to
$250 for property taxes and home owners'
insurance. Thus, the program's savings to the
taxpayer would be about 5.5 percent as a share
of his mortgage expenses, or around 4.6 per
cent when the costs of property taxes and
insurance also are considered. As a share of
monthly after-tax income, the savings would
be about 1.6 percent.

This is a maximum benefit for this taxpayer.
Given the way home loans are amortized, the
benefit would become smaller in subsequent
years as the portion of the monthly loan pay
ment that represents interest diminishes. For
instance, Table 1 shows that the program's
average monthlybenefit over the entire lifetime
of the mortgage loan would be only $27 in
today's dollars, or under 3 percent of the tax
payer's mortgage expenses and under 1
percent of his income. Thus, the benefits are
relatively modest.
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Table 13
Income Tax Benefits of the State Mortgage Interest Deduction

Under Alternative Economic Assumptions

Average Monthly Income Tax Benefit'
(constant dollars)

Benefit During Benefit Over
Alternative Economic Assumptions First Year ofMortgage Lifetime ofMortgage

Average Benefit Benefit
State asa asa

Original Monthly Marginal Percent of Percent of
MortgaKJ Mortgage Income Dollar Mortgage Dollar Mortgage
Balanc Payment!' TaxRatlf Benefit Payment Benefit Payment

$50,000 $439 5% $15 3.4% $7 1.6%

75,000 658 6 27 4.1 12 1.8

100,000 878 7 42 4.8 19 2.2

125,000 1,097 8 60 5.5 27 2.5

150,000 1,316 9 81 6.2 36 2.7

175,000 1,536 9 95 6.2 42 2.7

200,000 1,755 9 108 6.2 48 2.7

a The benefit figures shown adjust for the dedudibility of state income taxes when computing taxable income for federal tax purposes. This
adjustment causes the net benefit to taxpayers of the state's mortgage interest dedudion to be less than their state tax savings.

b Assumes a mortgage loan equal to approximately 90 percent of a home's purchase price.

C Assumes a 3O-year level-payment mortgage loan with an annual interest rate of 10 percent.

d Assumes that monthly mortgage payments equal approximately 30 percent of a home owner's after-tax income.

Low-income households get even smaller
benefits. Table 13 also shows that both the
dollar and percentage benefits of the program
are even less than in the above example for
taxpayers who have lower incomes and there
fore the most difficulty buying homes. For
example, savings to the taxpayer with annual
after-tax income of $26,000 and a monthly
mortgage payment of $658 would be about
$27 per month in the first year, and would
average $12 per month over the mortgage's
life span.

Home ownership is encouraged, but pro
gram is inefficient.What effectsdo tax savings
like those shown inTable 13 have on decisions
about home purchasing? We believe that the
effects are mixed.

On the one hand, the tax savings offered by
the program probablydo enable certain taxpayers
to buy homes, especially those lower-income
families who are literally "on the margin"
about whether they have sufficient financial
resources to make house payments. Studies
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by economists have shown that elimination of
the federal deduction for mortgage interest
would reduce both the number of households
owning homes and the amount spent for
homes (this assumes that the money the gov
ernment would save from eliminating the
deduction would not be used to fund some
alternative type of program to assist home
buyers). Analogous results would tend to
apply for the state's deduction, although the
effects would be much weaker than at the
federal level because of the state's lower mar
ginal tax rates and the deductibility of state
taxes on federal returns (see below).

On the other hand, however, the interest
rate subsidies made available under this pro
gram undoubtedly accrue in many instances
simply as "windfall benefits" to taxpayers
who would have purchased homes anyway,
or encourage certarn individuals to "overcon
sume" housing by buying bigger and more
expensive homes than they otherwise would.
This means that regardless of how beneficial
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the program is in terms of helping some fami
lies to afford homes, it is inherently inefficient
because it provides substantial subsidies to
certain individuals -- especially higher-in
come taxpayers -- who do not really need
them to acquire acceptable housing.

Federal government ends up with some of
the benefits. Some of the state's revenue losses
causedby providing this programdo not even
end up in the hands of California home own
ers, but rather '1eak away" as benefits to the
federal government. This adds to the pro
gram's inefficiency, and occurs because cur
rent federal law permits taxpayers to claim an
itemized deduction for state income taxes
paid when computing their federal taxable
income. Thus, any reduction in state tax lia
bilities is partially offset by an increase in
federal tax liabilities. This means that in addi
tion to simply providing "windfall benefits"
and unneeded subsidies to certain home
owners, part of the state's revenues foregone
to fund this program do not even directly
benefit California taxpayers. Rather, they
accrue to the federal government. This leak
age is greatest for upper-income taxpayers in
the highest federal tax brackets. For example,
the benefits shown in Table 13 for high-in
come taxpayers have been reduced by about
28 percent to account for leakage to the federal
government. (This reflects the fact that, begin
ning in 1988, the federal marginal income tax
rate for these individuals is 28 percent.)

Other problems with the program

In addition to such problems as providing
"windfall benefits" to certain taxpayers and
the federal government, and disproportion
ately favoring high-income taxpayers, this
programalso is characterizedby the following
inefficiencies and inequities:

• Poor targeting. The program is not spe
cifically tailored to focus on helping those
groups who tend to be most in need of
assistance if they are to become home
owners, such as low-income households
and firsHime home buyers. As noted

earlier, for example, low-income house
holds receive a very small share of the
program's total benefits.

• Expensive housing is subsidized. The
program subsidizes taxpayers who vol
untarily choose to spend much more
money on housing than is "needed"
simply to have decent living accommo
dations. For example, a wealthy individ
ual who buys a mansion costing $2 mil
lion gets to deduct for state tax purposes,
at the taxpayers' expense, all of the inter
est he pays on his mortgage.

• Rental housing is placed at a financial
disadvantage. Owners of both owner
occupied and rental housing are allowed
to deduct their mortgage interest costs.
As noted earlier, however, only the
owners of rental property must pay taxes
on the income their property produces,
since home owners are not taxed on the
imputed rental income they receive from
the homes they live in and implicitly rent
to themselves. Thus, owner-occupied
housing is given a financial advantage
over rental housing, and many econo
mists argue that this differential treat
ment promotes the former at the expense
of the latter, and thus has detrimental
impacts on both renters and rental prop
erty owners. For this situation to be ac
ceptable from a tax policystandpoint, the
Legislature must determine that giving
special favor to owner-occupied housing
is justified onsuch grounds as promoting
neighborhood stability, civic responsibil
ity and good property maintenance.

• Household debt is encouraged. Because
the program gives a tax break for paying
interest on mortgage loans, it encourages
households buying a given home to fi
nance a greater portion of its purchase
price throughborrowing thanthey other
wise might. This tends to increase the
level of total household debt and thus the
monthly burden of loan repayments,
whichsome economistsbelievecanmake
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consumer spending and therefore the
overall economy more unstable.

• N onhousingexpenditures are subsidized.
Although this program supposedly is
intended to encourage home ownership,
manytaxpayers are able to use it to obtain
a subsidy for certain nonhousing ex
penses. As discussed earlier, this is be
cause taxpayers can take tax-deductible
second mortgages out on their homes
and then use specified amounts of the
proceeds for personal consumption pur
poses, such as vacations and car pur
chases. (Recent research suggests that
substantial portions of consumer-type
home equity loans may not even be going
for these "big ticket" items, but rather
"everyday-type" spending needs.) In
addition, taxpayers are allowed to de
duct the interest on mortgage-backed
loans for specified educational and medi
cal purposes.

The subsidization of nonhousing expendi
tures is a concern for two reasons. First, there
is no direct relationship between the home
ownership-related objectives of the mortgage
interest deduction and the need to provide an
interest subsidy for nonhousing personal
expenditures. The deductibility of non
mortgage interest is scheduled to be com
pletely phased-out under both state and fed
erallawby1991,inresponsetoconcernsabout
the pro-borrowing incentive which the deduc-

tion created. Given this, it seems inconsistent
to permit continued subsidization of mortgage
interest that is incurred to finance such non
housing spending.

The second concern about permitting non
housing expenditures to be subsidized
through the vehicle of the mortgage interest
deduction involves inequities between tax
payers. One type ofinequity is betweendiffer
ent taxpayers who use the program, since the
amount of the subsidyfor nonhousing spend
ingavailable under the state's mortgage inter
estdeduction program is not only dependent
on a taxpayer's marginal tax rate, but also on
the amount of housing equity the taxpayer
happens to have. A second type of inequity
that arises from subsidizing nonhousing ex
penditures through this program is between
households who qualify to use the program
and those who do not. For example, taxpayers
who rent their homes can receive no subsidy
for nonhousing purposes, even though their
"need" for medical treatment, education or
personal items can be every bit as pressing as,
and in many cases greater than, that of people
who happen to own their homes.

Given the above, we conclude that although
the mortgage interest deduction does work
towards promoting home ownership, there
are a number of inefficiencies and inequities
associated with the program that should be
addressed.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Allowing taxpayers to deduct their mort

gage interest expenses has been rationalized
on several grounds, the most legitimate of
which is the promotion of home ownership.
The program does in fact work toward this
end. However, it is far from perfect in terms of
either cost-effectiveness or efficiency.

Given its shortcomings, some economists
have recommended that the mortgage inter
est deduction be eliminated altogether. How-
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ever, the fact should not be overlooked that
the program is at least partly successful in
achieving its objectives, and abruptly elimi
nating it could require difficult financial ad
justments on the part of thousands of house
holds who have made housing-related deci
sions while the program has been in place.
(For example, monthly housing costs would
rise and the value of owned homes would be
somewhat less than otherwise.) Because of
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this and thefact that thereareways ofaddress
ing at least some of the program's
shortcomings, we believe that it makes more
sense for the Legislature to retain and im
prove the program than to eliminate it alto
gether. Given this finding, we recommend that
the Legislature take steps to improve this pro
gram by minimizingsome ofits inherent inef
ficiencies and inequities.

There are several approaches for accom
plishing this. At the very minimum, the Leg
islature maywish to conform state law to the
1987 federal law changes regarding the mort
gage interest deduction that were described
earlier in this review. Beyond taking this step,
however, the Legislature also may wish to
consider the following other options.

1. An Effective Limit on the
Amount of the Mortgage
Interest Deduction

Even if the state conformed to current fed
erallaw, taxpayers still would be able to de
duct the interest they payon mortgageindebt
edness of up to $1 million for purchasing or
improving residences. Thus, for example, if
mortgage rates were at 10 percent, a maxi
mum deduction of close to $100,000 could be
claimed. Instead, under this option, the state
could simply place a lower, more realistic
ceiling on how much mortgage interest each
taxpayer could deduct in any year. This
would address the current program's prob
lemofproviding largesubsidies for expensive
homes. The lower (higher) the ceiling, the
greater (fewer) the number of taxpayers who
would be immediately affected. For instance,
if the ceiling were set at $10,000, we estimate
that approximately 18 percent ofall taxpayers
would face some loss of tax benefits, com
pared to about 8 percent if the ceiling were set
at $15,000.

2. Elimination of the Deduction for
Second Homes and Nonhousing
Expenses

Under this option the Legislature could re
strict the interest deduction only to interest
paid on the mortgage for a taxpayer's
principal place ofresidence. Likewise, it could
limit the deduction for mortgage interest to
the original mortgage loan amount for this
principal residence, thereby effectively elimi
nating use of the program to subsidize non
housing expenses.

3. A Tax Credit for Mortgage
Interest Expenses

This option would entail converting the
current mortgage interest deduction to a tax
credit. As indicated earlier, a tax deduction
provides higher-income individuals with
greater tax savings per dollar of mortgage
interest than lower-income individuals, due
to the progressivity ofthestate's tax rate struc
ture. Switching to a tax credit would make the
per dollar subsidy equal for all home owner~,

regardless of their income level. (The credIt
could even be made refundable if the aim was
to ensure that all home owners would receive
some designated amount of benefits, regard
less of the level of their tax liability.)

4. Other Targeted Housing Subsidy
Programs

If it is a special priority of the Legislature to
help low-income households and first-time
home buyers become home owners, it may
wish to consider supplementing the current
program with other programs that specifi
cally target these two groups of households.
The cost of such targeted subsidy programs
could be paid for by the revenue gains from
"tighteningup" the current mortgage interest
deduction program, such as by restricting its
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use for expensive and second homes, and
nonhousing expenditures. An example of an
existing targeted subsidy program is the spe
cial taxcredit for constructionorrehabilitation
of low-income housing, which was estab
lished for federal tax purposes in the federal
Tax Reform Act of 1986. The state conformed
to this credit in 1987. However, there is no
federal or state low-income housing credit
that individual home owners themselves may
claim.

Many public finance economists and tax
experts would agree that, when it comes to
giving financial subsidies to individual home
owners, options like restricting and better
targeting the mortgage interest deduction
merit serious consideration by policymakers
as alternatives to the current sole reliance on
nontargeted and relatively unrestricted mort
gage interest deductions. Naturally, it would
be preferable for any changes in the mortgage
interest deduction to be implemented in a
manner that wouldnotbe overlydisruptive to
the majority of current home owners, thou
sands of whom have made their housing-
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related decisions with the current program in
place. This could involve such approaches as
phasing in the changes over time. In addition,
the Legislature would have to carefully con
sider the current spending constraint im
posed by the state appropriations limit if the
mortgage interest deduction were changed in
a way that resulted in significantly increased
state revenues. For example, the limit could
prohibit the Legislature from spending these
added revenues on direct expenditure pro
grams, in which case they would have to be
used for such other purposes as funding other
tax expenditure programs, reducing tax rates,
or giving rebates to taxpayers.

The important point, however, is that there
are steps the Legislature can take to reduce
some ofthe inefficiencies and inequities char
acteristic of the current mortgage interest
deduction program, while still maintaining
the program as a basic feature of the state's
income tax structure and a tool for achieving
some of the Legislature's housing-related
policy goals. •)
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Review of the Accelerated Depreciation

Deduction for Residential Rental Housing

This tax expenditure program allows tax- rental property constructed and located in
payers to claim an accelerated depreciation de- California.
duction for the cost ofqualified new residential

Statutory Authorization and Legislative History
This program is available to corporate and bank and corporation tax (B&C) law to the

personal income taxpayers owning qualify- federal depreciation provisions for residential
ing property, and is authorized by Sections rental property which were in effect at that
24349.5 and 17250.5 respectively, of the Cali- time. These federal provisions have been
fomia Revenue and Taxation Code. The pro- subsequently revised. Chapter 1699 also re
gram was originally established in 1984 by quires the Legislative Analyst to evaluate the
Chapter 1699 (SB 2198), which conformed economic and fiscal effects of its provisions.
both state personal income tax (PIT) law and

Description of Provisions
Both state and federal law permit taxpayers

to recover their costs for acquiring business
related equipment and facilities, by claiming
tax deductions for "depreciation." These
depreciation deductions ordinarily must be
spread over time based on the useful life of the
assets involved.

This program allows certain taxpayers to
depreciate the cost of qualified residential
rental property over a shorter-than-normal
time period, by using the federal Accelerated
Cost Recovery System (ACRS). To qualify, a
property must meet three conditions:

• First, the property must be located in
California.

• Second, construction of the property
must have begun between July 1, 1985
and December 31, 1986 for personal in
come taxpayers, and betweenJuly 1, 1985
and July 1, 1988 for corporate taxpayers.

• Third, 80 percent of the property's gross
rental income must be derived from resi
dential dwelling units, as opposed to, for
example, commercial activities.
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The Scope of the Program Has
Recently Narrowed

For the 1985 and 1986 income years, the
program applied both to individual and cor
porate taxpayers. Beginning in 1987, how
ever, the program applies only to corporate
taxpayers. This is becauseCh1138/87directly
conformed California's personal income tax
law to the new federal ACRS depreciation
rules that were adopted as part of the 1986Tax
~efo~ Act for business property generally
(ll~.c1udmg the new residential property that
thIS program previously covered). Thus,
Chapter 1138 allows ACRS to be used for all
business property subject to the personal in
come tax.

Summary of Depreciation Rules for
Residential Rental Housing
. Chart 8 summarizes California's deprecia
~10n ~es for new residential rental property,
mcludmg how they have evolved over time.
The depreciation rules shown are complex,
because ~hey involve not only the time period
over which an asset may be written-off, but
also restrictions on the way that depreciation
can be spread-out within this period and
provisions for "recapturing" accelerated
depreciation when assets are sold. However,
the key things to note from Chart 8 are that:

• For 1985 and 1986, Chapter 1699 signifi
cantly reduced the period over which both
indi,:"idual and corporate taxpayers were
reqUITed to spread their state deprecia
tion deductions, from 40 years to only 18
years.

• Beginning in 1987, the depreciation rules
applying to individuals became different
from those applying to corporations. In
the case of individuals, continued use of
ACRS was permitted but taxpayers were
required to use a longer depreciation
period than previously-27.5 years in
stead of only 18 years. (This change oc
curred under Chapter 1138, which con-
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formed much of the state's PIT law to
1986federal income tax law, including its
provisions regarding depreciation.) In
contrast, however, the state depreciation
rules for corporations were not affected by
Chapter 1138 and thus remained still
subject to Chapter 1699. Thus, for prop
erty with construction beginning during
the periodJanuary 1, 1987throughJuly1,
1988, corporations were still able to bene
fit ~y using ACRSover only an 18-year
penod. For rental property with con
struction commencing after July 1,1988,
however, neither Chapter 1138 nor 1169
applies, and thus corporate taxpayers are
required to depreciate this property
under the Asset Depreciation Range
(Al?R) system (see Chart 8), which pre
scnbes a 40-year recovery period. This is
the depreciation rule that was in effect
prior to Chapter 1699.

Thus corporate and personal income tax
payers currently are required to use
significantlydifferent depreciation systemsfor
the same type of business property.

An illustrative example

. Suppose that in July 1985 a corporate tax
payer began constructing a multi-unit apart
ment building with a depreciable cost of $1
million. In this program's absence the tax
payer~o~ldhavebeen required to depreciate
the buIldmg over a 40-year period using the
ADR system (see Chart 8). In contrast, under

. this program the building can be depreciated
using the ACRS method over only an 18-year
period. Thus, ACRS enables the taxpayer to
fully recover his costs sooner than otherwise
by claiming larger-than-normal depredation
deductions in the early years. These larger
deductions result in lower tax liabilities. For
example, if the apartment building was
placed in service inJanuary1986, the taxpayer
wouldhavebeenable to claima 1986deprecia
tion write-off of $90,000, compared· to only
$50,000 otherwise. The additional deduction
permitted by ACRS - $40,000 - could have
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Chart 8

STATE LAW I FEDERAL LAW

Prior to 1981 Federal ADR - 40 years Federal ADR - 40 years ADR - 40 years

1981 to 1983 Federal ADR - 40 years Federal ADR - 40 years ACRS - 15 years

1984 Federal ADR - 40 years Federal ADR - 40 years ACRS - 18 yearsa

1985 and 1986 Federal ACRS - 18 yearsb Federal ACRS - 18 yearsC ACRS - 19 years

1987 and 1988 Federal ACRS - 27.5 year Federal ACRS - 18 yearsC ACRS - 27.5 years

After 1988 Federal ACRS - 27.5 year Federal ADR - 40 years ACRS - 27.5 years

DEFINITIONS

ACRS Accelerated Cost Recovery System

ADR Asset Depreciation Ranged

Prior to 1981, the period over which residential rental hous
ing was depreciated for federal purposes was based on what
is known as the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) system.
This system provided a 4Q-year recovery period. However,
federal law also gave taxpayers the option of using other
ways to determinerecovery periodsas long as the resultwas
reasonable under specific conditions and circumstances.
Historically, a recovery period of from 28 years to to 33 years
generally has been acceptable for federal depreciation pur
poses.

In 1981, Congress enacted the Economic Recovery Tax Act
(ERTA). This act established the Accelerated Cost Recov
ery System (ACRS) for purposes of depreciating the cost of
all new business-related property, including rental units. At
the time of its enactment, the ACRS provided a 15-yearcost
recovery period for residential rental property, to be used in
conjunction with the 175-percent declining balance method
to determine the annual depreciation deduction.

In subsequent years, the ACRS recovery period was in
creased by Congress to 18 years for property placed in
service in 1984, 19 years for 1985 and 1986, and 27.5 years
for 1987and thereafter. In addition to increasing the recovery
period, the prescribed depreciation method was changed
from 175-percentdeclining balance to straight-line deprecia
tion. Both the extension of the recovery period and the
change in depreciation method effectively reduce a tax
payer's annual depreciation deduction. These latest revi
sions were provided for in the Tax Reform Act of 1986, and
represent current law.

Prior to 1985, California tax law generally conformed to the
federal ADR gUidelines, which specify a 40-year write-off
period for rental property. (California first adopted the federal
ADR system in 1976, and continued to use it throught 1984,
even though the federal government switched to ACRS in
1981.) However, as with federal law, taxpayers also have the
option under state law to determine the recovery period using
any other method that produces a reasonable result.

In 1985, the state began allowing both its individual and
corporate taxpayers to use the federal ACRS· for depreci
tating residential rental housing. Specifically, Ch 1699/84
permitted state taxpayers to use the federal ACRS rules in
effectasof December31, 1984. This shortened the deprecia
tion period for state tax purposes substantially - from 40
years to only 18 years (see above). To qualify for this treat
ment, Ch 1699 required that construction be commenced
between July 1, 1985and July 1,1988. Italso required that 80
percent of a property's gross rental income be derived from
dwelling units, and that the property be located in California.
These provisions were applicable for state taxes in the 1985
and 1986 income years.

Beginning in 1987 with the enactment of Ch 1138/87 (AS
53), California's personal income taxlawwas conformed to
the modfied federal ACRS rules for business property which
were established by the federal Tax Reform Act of 1986. This
raised the state's depreciation period from 18 years to 27.5
years, beginning in 1987. These rules, however, were not
adopted for corporations. Thus, corporations could still use
ACRS over an 18-year depreciation period for property
whose construction commenced prior to JUly 1, 1988. For
property built after this date, however, neither Chapter 1138
nor 1169 applies. ThUS, corporate taxpayers must use ADR
overa 40-year period, the rule in effect prior to Chapter 1699.

a Applies to property placed in service afterMarch 15, 1984.
b Applies only to property for which construction began between July 1, 1985 and December 31, 1986.
c Applies only to property tor which construction began between July 1, 1985 and July 1, 1988.
d Strictly speaking, the ADR system itself does not provide for a specific recover period for rental property. Rather, the ADR guidelines make reference to specified

recovery periods that applied underprevious federal regulations, including a 4O-yearperiod for apartment buildings.
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produceda first-year California tax savings of lationreflectsthe9.6percentcorporatetaxrate
up to $3,840 for the taxpayer, dependingupon that was in effect in 1986. For 1987 and there
the size of his overall tax liability. (This calcu- after~ the rate is 9.3 percent.)

Rationale for the Program
This programis intended to providetaxpay

ers with a financial incentive to make addi
tional investments in residential rental prop
erty located in California, thereby increasing
the availability of rental units and/or reduc
ing the rents charged to their occupants. It
attempts to do this by permitting such prop
erty to be depreciated sooner than otherwise,
thereby increasing its profitability.

Evaluation of the Program
This section discusses the costs of this tax

expenditure program in terms of foregone
state tax revenues, and evaluates whether the
program is achieving its objectives in a cost
effective manner. In preparing this analysis,
we have relied upon information from a vari
ety of different sources including the Fran
chise Tax Board (FTB), Department of Fi
nance, housing and construction industry
representatives, other governmental entities,
and academic and research institutions. We
also have relied on the results of various re
search studies regarding the fiscal and eco
nomic effects of permitting ACRS for federal
tax purposes.

Findings Regarding Program Usage
and State Revenue Losses

We have had to develop our own rough
estimates of the usage and state revenue
losses incurred under this program, because
no reliable data are available to directly meas
ure them. Normally, thebestand most reliable
source of data for measuring the costs of PIT
and B&C tax expenditure programs is tax
return information collected by the FTB.
However, there are several reasons why FTB
data are not available in this case: .
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The program was enacted as part of a 1984
initiative by the Governor to stimulate the
construction of rental housing. The Gover
nor's initiative also included legislation which
made changes to regulations affecting envi
ronmental review procedures and rental
housing programs for senior citizens, and al
lowed the state to issue federally taxable
bonds to provide funds for home mortgage
loans.

• First, neither the board's current auto
mated data retrieval system nor its com
puter tax simulation models are set up to
separately identify taxpayers who claim
ACRS for rental property.

• Second, it was not feasible to obtain the
information we needed by directly sam
pling and analyzing individual income
tax returns. For example, our prelimi
nary review of a sample of income tax
returns at the FTB indicated that a very
large number of returns -- probably in the
thousands - would have to be examined
in order to make an accurate estimate of
how many taxpayers own residential
rental property that qualify for this pro
gram. Examining this many returns was
simply outside the scope of this study. In
addition, even for those sample returns
that we identifiedas reporting residential
rental property, the depreciation-related
information that they contained often
was not sufficiently detailed for our
needs. For example, dates on which con
struction commenced usually were miss
ing, as was information regarding the
split of rental income from residential
occupants versus commercial tenants.



Given the above problems, we therefore
attempted to make our own rough revenue
estimates using data from the Construction
Industry Research Board (CIRB), which com
piles and analyzes information from the U.S.
Bureau of the Census (Department of Com
merce) and individual governmental jurisdic
tions on the volume and value of new rental
units constructed in California.

What volume of property is involved?

Based on CIRB information, we estimate
that there are approximately 120,000 residen
tial rental units whose construction began
between July 1, 1985 and July 1, 1988, and that
potentiallyqualify for this program. The CIRB
data also suggest that depreciable construc
tion costs for rental housing average in the
general range of $40,000 per unit. Taken to
gether, these data suggest that a general order
of magnitude of about $4.8 billion in rental
construction expenditures potentially qualify
for ACRS depreciation under this program.

State revenue losses are in the millions

Table 14 shows the amount of additional
depreciation deductions that potentially
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could be resulting under Chapter 1699 from
this volume of residential rental construction
and their associated potential state revenue
losses. These potential revenue losses total
approximately $7 million for the 1986 income
year, $16 million in 1987, $16 million in 1988,
and $15 million in 1989. In subsequent years,
the revenue losses will continuously decline
until they eventually disappear and are re
placed by revenue gains. The reason why
revenue gains will eventually appear is that
ACRS does not increase the total amount of
depreciation that may be claimed for an asset,
but rather simply shifts its timing forward.
Thus, there are future years when, under
ACRS, depreciation will be less than in the
absence of this program, and therefore taxes
will be higher in these years than had ACRS
not been used. However, the net effect of
ACRS over the lifetime of the housing units is
to lower taxes. This is because ACRS allows
taxpayers to shift a portion of their tax burden
into future years, when it can be paid with
"cheaper" dollars that have less purchasing
power.

Income Year

Table 14
Estimated Effects of Chapter 1699 on State Revenues

1986 through 1989 Income Years
(dollars in millions)a

Effed on Depreciation Deductions for Residential Rental Housinl

Deductions Under Deductions Without Change in
Chapter 1699 Chapter 1699" Deductions

State
Revenue LOBI

1986
1987
1988
1989

$146
380
383
375

$83

201
211

211

$63
179
172
164

$6.9
16.1
15.5
14.8

a Source: Legislative Analyst's estimates, based on data from the Construction Industry Research Board.

b Assumes that there is a Iline-month time lag between when a building permit is issued and when a project is completed and readyfor occupancy,
and therefore subject to depreciation.

C Assumes the ADR system with double-declining-balance depreciation. <Roughly speaking, double-declining-balance depreciation permits
taxpayers to claim approximately twice the annual depreciation deduction that theycould otherwiseclaim during the early years ofan asset's life.)

d Assumes an average state marginal income tax rate of 11 percent for 1986 and 9 percent for all subsequent years.
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Our research suggests that most of revenue
losses under Chapter 1699 -- perhaps as much
as 90 percent -- are accounted for by reduced
personal income taxes paid by individuals
and partnerships as opposed to corporation
taxes. This reflects the ownership structure of
the residential rental market, which in recent
years has been dominated by limited partner
ships and individual investors. Given this,
most of the program's revenue losses are tied
to rental units placed in service before the end
of 1986, since after that date Chapter 1699
applied only to new rental property invest
ments by corporate taxpayers.

Findings Regarding Cost
Effectiveness of the Program

The main criteria we use in evaluating the
merits of a tax expenditure program are:

• First, is it achieving its objectives, which
in the case of this particular tax expendi
ture include increasing the supply ofnew
residential housing units?

• Second, are the program's benefits suffi
ciently large to justify the amount of tax
revenues foregone, and is it the least-cost
way of providing these benefits?

In order for a tax incentive program such as
accelerated depreciation to have any signifi
cant economic impact, it must make invest
ment projects more attractive thereby stimu
lating the overall number of them that are
undertaken.

What factors influence investments in
rental housing?

Decisions to invest in rental housing typi
cally are influencedby a wide range offactors.
These can include the future streams ofrental
income and operating costs, the risks and
uncertainties involved in projecting these
revenues and costs, the total capitalcosts·for
the property, the terms of financing its acqui
sition, and the rate at which the property
appreciates over time. However, the two fac
tors that dominate most investment decisions
are:
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• A proposed project'spaybackperiod-that
is, the number of years required to re
cover the project's investment costs from
its future net-income stream; and

• A project's after-tax rate ofreturn -- that is,
the average annual percentage return on
the amount of money invested in the
project, computed over the project's use
fullife span or the period that an investor
owns it.

In general, the shorter the payback period
and the higher the rate of return, the more
attractive a rental housing investment project
becomes. Thus, understanding the effects of
state accelerated depreciation on the payback
period and rate of return is the key to evaluat
ing the type of impact this tax expenditure
program has on decisions to invest in rental
housing.

How significant are the tax benefits
accelerated depreciation offers?

Reducing the time period overwhich depre
ciation allowances may be claimed improves
the attractiveness of a rental housing project
because itbothreduces itspaybackperiodand
increases its rate of return. Itaccomplishes this
because a shorter depreciation period, while
not changing the total amount ofdepreciation
deductions which may be claimed over an
asset's life, does allow these deductions to be
claimed "sooner" rather than "later." Since
depreciation deductions reduce the amount of
taxes paid on an investment's profits, acceler
ated depreciation increases the amount of
after-tax income realized in the early years of
a project's life. This "shifting forward" of
after-tax income from later years to earlier
years enables the project to be paid-off sooner
than otherwise. It also raises its average an
nual rate of return. This occurs due to the
"time value of money" -- that is, a dollar of
after-tax income realized "sooner" is worth
more to the investor than the same·dollar of
income realized "later."
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An illustrative example

Chart 9 provides an example which demon
strates the extent to which using ACRS for
California taxpurposescanaffect the financial
return on a typical residential rental housing
project. The example assumes a 10-unit rental
project with depreciable capital costs of
$425,000, nondepreciable land costs of
$75,000, a holding period of 10 years, and
rental income of $60,000 per year (or $500 per
unitper month). It also assumes the project is
owned by a partnership subject to personal
income taxation, and incorporates state tax
provisions for 1986, the last year that the
program applied under the personal income
tax.

The investment incentives provided by
state ACRS are small

As shown in Chart 9, the effect of using
ACRS at the state level is very small in terms
of reducing payback periods and increasing
rates of return. For example:

• The project's payback period is reduced
by less than four months, from 8.7 years
to 8.4 years.

• The project's average annual rate of re
turn is increased by only 0.2 percentage
points, from 14.8 percent to 15 percent.

There are several reasons why these effects
are so small. One involves the interaction

Chart 9

Type of Depreciation
Used for State Tax
Purposesb

D ADR (40-year
period)

ACRS under
Chapter 1699
(18-year period)

4

2

3

5

6

7

8

Average Annual ~ Payback __-'-_-,
After-Tax Rate of Return YEARS Period

9

4

8

12

16%

a Th/s example assumes that 85percent ($425,000) ofproject costs are for construction expenses and 15percent ($75,000) are for land, and that 75percent of
lhe project costs are financed through ooffowing at an interest tate of 12 percent. The example also assumes an avetage rental vacancy rate of3 percent, a
10-year holding period, and $60,000 annual rental income.

b See Chart 8 for additionaldetail on depreciation provisions underADR and ACRS. The effects shown of Chapter 1699 on the rate of return and the payback
period differ only slightly for different assumptions about the holding period and annual rental income. For example, although increasi"Jl rental income by 20
percent (to $72,000) bOth increases the proJ9Crs tate of return ancfreduces its payback period, the effect of using ACRS in place of ADR still rounds to a 0.2
percentagepoint gain in the rate of return and a 0.3 year fall in the par.back period. When, in addition, the holding period is also ta/sed to 20 yealS, the effect
ofACRS still rounds to reducing the payback period by 0.3 years, while the tate of return gain increases slightly, to 0.3 percentage points.
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betweenstateand federal tax law, andanother
involves the "depreciation recapture" rules
that apply when property is sold.

The diluting effects of state-federal tax
interactions

There is a significant share of state tax bene
fits from using ACRS that California taxpay
ers do not even get to keep. This is because
their state tax savings cause partially offset
ting increases in their federal taxes. This oc
curs because state income taxes can be de
ducted from adjusted gross income on federal
income tax returns when computing federal
taxable income. Since California ACRS re
duces state income taxes, it has the effect of
raising the amount of income that is taxable at
the federal level. For instance, in the example
shown in Chart 9, state ACRS reduces the
taxpayer's state liability by $1,870 in the prop
erty's first year of service. However, this state
tax savings also increases the property
owner's federal liability by $935. Thus, the
actualnetbenefitto the investorturns outtobe
only one-half of the amount of the state tax
savings. (This calculation reflects the maxi
mumfederal tax rate in effectduring 1986of50
percent; a reduced rate of38.5 percent applied
to high-income taxpayers in 1987 and 33 per
cent applies thereafter.) The remaining por
tion of the state tax savings "leaks away" to
the federal government.

Benefits can further be diluted because the
government "recaptures" them if property
is sold

State and federal 1986 tax law provides that
when property is sold, the taxpayer's "basis"
in the property must be reduced by the
amount ofdepreciation deductions claimed in
previous years. This adjustment is necessary
in order to properly reflect the amount of
capital gains that must be reported for tax
purposes. Thus, when taxpayers use ACRS
depreciation rules but sell their property be
fore its useful life is over, their taxable gain
will be larger than had ACRS not been
claimed. (Moreover, under state and federal
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rules that applied in 1986, the portion of the
gain representing "excess depreciation" -
that is, the amount ofdepreciation deductions
Claimed in excess ofstraight-line depreciation
- is taxed at a highe:r: rate because it is deemed
to be "ordinary income" rather than a capital
gain.) As a result, under ACRS a significant
portion of the tax benefits provided to inves
tors early ina property's lifeare recaptured by
the government if it is sold. For instance,
recapture rules make the state taxes paidupon
the sale of the rental property in Chart 9 about
$19,000 higher when ACRS rules are used for
California tax purposes.

ACRS incentives are even weaker under
new law

Our analysis of this program's effects has
incorporated state personal income tax provi
sions in effect prior to 1987, since beginning
in1987Chapter1699 did not apply to personal
income taxpayers. Although PIT taxpayers
continue to qualify for ACRS under Chapter
1138, the investment incentives of ACRS
under the new (1987) law are potentially even
less than under 1986 law. This is because the
new law reduced tax rates, repealed the par
tial exclusion for capital gains, limited the use
ofpassive losses to offset earned income (such
as salaries and wages), and imposed an alter
native minimum tax (AMT). Taken together,
these changes have the effect of reducing the
value of real estate tax benefits, including
accelerated depreciation. Taking these new
law provisions into account, we estimate that
the effect ofusing state ACRS for the project in
Chart 9 would only add about 0.1 percentage
points, instead of the 0.2 percentage points
discussed earlier, to the rate of return.

What are the economic effects of the
program's incentives?

The relatively small effect that state-level
ACRS has on payback periods and rates of
return suggests that its potential is quite lim
ited for increasing investment in residential
rental housing.
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Summary Regarding Cost
Effectiveness

In order for tax incentives like accelerated
depreciation to have significant positive eco
nomic effects, they must increase the level of
investment in residential rental housing
above what it would be otherwise. If they do
not do so, the primary effect of these incen
tives is simply to redistribute income -- to
those investors who do not change their be
havior but nevertheless qualify for the incen
tives, and to the federal government. These
"windfallbenefits" come at the expense of the
State Treasury and California taxpayers who
ultimately must directly or indirectly pay for
them.

Accelerated depreciation does both raise the
rate of return on residential rental invest
ments and shorten their payback periods.
These effects, however, are relatively minor,
especially when compared to the other factors
affectinginvestmentdecisions suchas interest
rates, potential rental income, appreciation in
property values, federal tax benefits, and so
on. Recent changes instate and federal tax law
will make the impact of state ACRS even less
significant in the future. Accordingly, state
level ACRS offers only limited potential for
stimulating new investments in California
rental housing or reducing tenants' rents.

Even smaller effects are likely

There are several reasons for believing that
the actual investment increase, if any, would
be much less than even the above amount:

• First, economic research studies indicate
that many taxpayers simply do not pay
much attention to state tax factors when
making investment decisions.

• Second, even when investment decisions
do consider state tax factors, the im
provements in paybackperiods and rates
of return under this program probably
would be discounted in many cases be
cause they are so minor, especially when
compared to the error margins about
factors which "make or break" projects
such as projected rent levels, vacancy
factors and future appreciation.

What about the effect on rents?

Even if state-level ACRS does not do much
to stimulate new construction, the owners of

Maximum effects on investment probably
are minor

qualifying property stillw~ realize in~reased

after-tax incomes. If these mcome gams are
simply "pocketed" bythe owner~,t~~n.Chap-

Economists agree that ACRS can cause ter1699wi11simplyservetoprovide Windfall
housing investment to increase, but have dif- benefits" to these investors. It is possible,
ferent opinions about the size and perma- though, that at least some of these benefits
nence of these gains. Some economists think might be shared with tenants in the form of
that the long-run supply of housing is rela- reduced rental fees. However, we estimate
tively unaffected by accelerated depreciation, that even if all of the benefits of Chapter 1699
and that whatever investment gains ACRS were passed on to tenants as lower rents (an
initially induces are simply offset by reduced unlikely outcome), the monthly rent reduc
investm~nt later on. Many economists, how- tion for a typical rental unit would be o.n~y
ever, believe that there can be some perma- about $14 in years when the ACRS benefIt IS
nent increases in investment due t? ACRS. If _greatest, and wouldaverage only $5 (constant
this latter view is correct, ou~ re':Ie~ of the dollars) over the unit's entire lifetime.
national-level studies on whIch It IS based
suggests that, at most, Ch~Rter 1699 coul?
potentially result in an ad~It10na!7~000 reSI
dential housing rental unItS. ThIS IS a rela
tively modest amount given that every year
the state normally adds well over 100,000 new
rental units to its housing stock, which itself
exceeds 4.5 million units.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

This program has very limited effects on
investment payback periods and rates of re
turn, and the evidence is lacking that it is
eitheran effective or efficient means ofachiev
ing its primary objective of stimulating con
struction of residential rental property. Thus,
we believe that permitting investors to depre
ciate their rental investments over only 18
years is not a good policy. This finding, com
bined with the Legislature's recent decision to
have personal income taxpayers use new
federal depreciation rules that were not in
effect when Chapter 1699 was enacted, sug
gests that the Legislature should consider the
following two recommendations.

First, we recommend that the 18-year depre
ciation period permitted under Chapter 1699
for residential rental projects with construc
tion commencing before July I, 1988, not be
reenacted for rental property placed in service
in the future.

Second, we recommend that the Legislature
amend the B&C law to make the depreciation
rules used for residential rental properties the
same as those used underPIT law. There are at
least two strong arguments supporting this
recommendation:

• First, when the Legislature enacted the
state's tax reform legislation in 1987, it
adopted a general policy of conforming
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state law to federal law where no good
reason exists not to do so. One reason for
suchconformityis to simplify tax compu
tations and reduce reporting burdens for
taxpayers. This recommendation is con
sistent with this policy, since it would
have the effect of conforming state B&C
depreciation rules to the federal rules for
corporations.

• Second, this recommendation would
eliminate unjustifiable inequities be
tween taxpayers. As discussed earlier,
PIT law now uses ACRS with a deprecia
tion period of 27.5 years, whereas under
B&C law residential rental property con
structed after mid-1988 must be depreci
ated over 40 years using the ADRsystem.
We see absolutely no analytical basis for
requiring taxpayers to use such different
rules for depreciating otherwise similar
residential rental property. This is espe~

cially so since such differences create
inequities between both different prop
erty owners who must directly pay in
come taxes, and different tenants whose
rents can be affected by the amount of
these taxes. <-
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Review of the Sales and Use Tax

Exemption for Packing Ice and Dry Ice

This tax expenditure program exempts dry ice used to pack and ship food products
from sales and use taxation packing ice and for human consumption.

Statutory Authorization and Legislative History
This program is authorized by Section had been established in 1945 for ice used in

6359.7 oftheCalifomiaRevenueand Taxation transporting food products interstate. How
Code. Theprogramwas establishedin1985by ever, that exemption was repealed in 1979.
Chapter 1045 (AB 1187). A related exemption

Description of Provisions
As noted above, this program exempts from

sales and use taxation ice which is used to
pack and ship food products for human con
sumption. There are two main categories of
food products that are most affected by this
program -- certain types of agricultural pro
duce, and fresh fish and seafood.

The Case of Agricultural Produce
Thereare primarily two ways that ice isused

in conjunction with agricultural produce:

• First, "field heat" that builds up and is
retained in farm produce generally must
be removed from freshly harvested pro
duce prior to shipping. There are a num
ber of different techniques for accom
plishing this. One of the most common
ways is to place ice directly into the con
tainers holding the produce, such as
when ice is put into boxes of broccoli.

(There also are non-ice methods for re
moving "field heat," such as hydro
cooling, theuse offorced air, andvacuum
cooling. Hydrocoolers use ammonia or
freon to cool water which is then applied
to the produce. The forced air method
uses ammonia or freon to cool air which
is circulated through the produce. Fi
nally, vacuum cooling involves placing
the produce in a large tube and then
extracting all ofthe air from the tube.)

• Second, fresh agricultural produce gen
erally needs to be shipped to its final
destinations in refrigerated trucks. Be
cause refrigerated air can "dry out" pro
duce, ice is commonly placed on top of
shipments of such produce as broccoli,
carrots, celery, sweet com and green
onions.
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The Case of Fish Products
Most fish is iced immediately after being

caught. Upon reaching land, the fish is com
monly sold to a wholesale fish company that
processes the fish before sending it on to a
retailer or a smaller wholesaler for distribu
tion to consumers. Fresh fish shipped for
consumption in California is generally trans
ported from the processor in boxes layered
with fish and wet ice, using refrigerated
trucks. In contrast, fresh fish exported from
California is generally shipped via airplane
and must therefore be cooled using some
other product thanwet ice, suchas gel ice (that
is, refreezable fluids and materials with spe-

Rationale for the Program
Three principal rationales have been offered

for this program:

• That it is needed to "equalize" the tax
treatment of ice to that for non-ice cool
ants.

• Thaticeisa "componentpart" ofthefinal
food products it is used to cool, and as
such should not be separately taxed.

• That the program will enhance the com
petitiveness of California's agricultural
and fish industries relative to those of
other states and nations, and also will
hold down food prices paidby California
consumers.

The Tax Equity Rationale
The argument offered here is that non-ice

cooling is not subject to taxation the way that
ice-based cooling normally would be in the
absence of this program, because the sales tax
is levied only on transfers oftangible personal
property. Thus, ice is potentially taxable be
cause it is tangible property, whereas non-ice
coolants are not themselves directly taxable
because they are not tangible property but
rather the intangible end-products of proc-
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ciallydesigned plastic exteriors, which are not
tax-exemptunder this program). In the case of
intrastate shipments, wet ice remains the
preferred coolant because it surrounds and
protects the fish best and thereby prevents its
drying.

Some individuals and businesses using ice
for purposes like the above both produce and
consume their own ice. This ice would not be
taxed even in this program's absence. How
ever, all other ice which is purchased andused
to pack or ship food products normally would
be taxed without this TEP, and thus benefits
from the program.

esses such as hydrocooling. Therefore, propo
nents ofthis rationale argue that it isunfair, for
example, to directly tax the cooling ofbroccoli
with ice but not directly tax the cooling of
lettuce with hydrocooling.

The problem with this line of reasoning is
that it fails to recognize that the equipment
used to generate such non-ice cooling is itself
taxed when purchased, unless otherwise ex
empted. Because the taxable value of such
equipment implicitly reflects the anticipated
market value of the cooling benefits it pro
vides over time, non-ice cooling therefore
essentially is taxed, albeit in an indirect man
nero (There is one notable exception to this -
when equipment is used in interstate com
merce, and is thereby automatically exempt
from statesalesand use taxes.) Inaddition, the
users of non-ice cooling systems directly pay
sales taxes on the freon and ammonia these
systems require, whereas the water used to
make ice is not directly taxed. Thus, although
the tax burden on purchased ice may differ
from that for certain other coolants because
both purchased ice and the equipment used to
produce it aretaxed, ice is not the only coolant
that is effectively subject to taxation.



The "Component Part" Rationale
This second rationale argues that the ice

used to coolfresh produce is a componentpart
of the still-fresh produce eventually pur
chased by the consumer. Without ice, for
example, broccoli would spoil and therefore
not be fit for sale. Produce like broccoli is itself
already exempted from the sales tax under
provisions generally exempting food prod
ucts for home consumption. Thus, this ration
ale argues that ice, as a "component part" of
the marketed fresh broccoli, should also be
exempted from taxation.

The flaw with this rationale is that it conflicts
~thho.wtheterm "componentpart" actually
IS apphed under California's sales tax law.
Under this law, an item is considered to be a
~'componen! part" only when it is directly
mcorporated mto a final product, such as when
raingutters are attached to a mobile home or

Evalution of the Program
This section provides an estimate of the cost

of this tax expenditure program in terms of
foregone state tax revenues, and evaluates the
likely effects of the program on food prices
and the overall economic competitiveness of
California food products. In preparing this
analysis we have relied on information from
seve~al different sources, including the Cali
fornIa Departments of Fish and Game and
Food and Agriculture, various trade associa
tions, and telephone surveys of ice manufac
turers and fish processors.

Findings Regarding Revenue Losses
From tlie Program

There are no hard data on the current reve
nue losses resulting from this tax expenditure
program. We have had to develop our own
rough guess as to the program's current reve
~lUe losses. Our revenue-loss figure should be
mterpreted only as an approximate general
order of magnitude, not a precise estimate.

Part Two: Sales and Use Tax Exemption

ink is used to print a book. In contrast items
like the cardboardboxes used to transp~rt fish
that are notdirectly incorporated into the final
product are not deemed to be a component
part, and therefore are themselves subject to
tax. Thus, this second rationale also is not
applicable in the case of the sales tax exemp
tion for ice.

The Economic Benefits Rationale
The one remaining suggested justification

for the exemption is that the taxing of ice used
to cool California-grown produce and fresh
fish landed in California would raise the
prices of these products, thereby making
them less competitive with produce grown or
fish caught in other states. The merits of this
rationale are considered in the following sec
tion.

Revenue loss probably is moderate

Table 15 shows that our ''best guess" esti
mate of state revenue losses from this pro
gram is approximately $800,000 annually,
based on 1986 data. (In addition, there is an
estimated annual revenue loss of about
$255,000 to local governments.) This estimate
which includes revenue losses associated
with .a~icultural produce, fish processors,
and fishmg vessels, is subject to both upward
and downward errors. For example:

. • The estimate is understated to the extent
that (a) iceusageand/orprices haverisen
~ince 1~86 and (b) ice is used by some
mdust~es (su~h as chicken processing)
on WhICh we dId not focus. Our estimate
al~o does not account for ice usage by
mIDor sources of fresh fish (such as in
la~d ~heries and aquaculture), orquali
fymg Ice purchases by retailers and small
wholesalers. We simply were unable to
obtain data in these areas.
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• The estimate is overstated to the extent
that (a) agricultural users of ice receive
discounts from prices quoted by ice com
panies or use less ice per shipment than
the recommended maximum amount
(which our estimate assumes), (b) ex
ports of California fish (which are cooled
using nonexempt gel ice) are significant,

(c) some portion of the total fish catch
upon which our estimate is based is not
sold fresh but rather is canned, breaded,
frozen or smoked, and (d) some of the ice
used by fishing vessels is self-made by
their operators or directly given to them
by processors. Again, data are not readily
available in these areas.

Table1S
Estimated State Revenue Losses from the

Tax Exemption on Packing Ice and Dry Ice"
(dollars in thousands)

Type ofItem

A. Agricultural Produce
Broccoli
Celery
Carrotsb

Corn

Subtotal

B. Fish Products·
Fish processors
Fishing vessels

Subtotal

Total

Amount

$600
20
25
20

$665

15d

120

$135

$800

" Estimates are for 1986 as developed bytheLegislative Analyst, using information from a varietyof sources including the California Department of
Food and Agriculture, the Western Growers Association, and the California Department ofFlsh and Game. All figures shown have been rounded
to the nearest $5,000.

b Includes only carrots sold fresh, because carrots shipped for processing are generally not iced.

C Figures exclude tuna, halibut and anchovies, because generally they are not sold fresh.

d Assumes that 90 percent of ice used by processors is self-made.

In addition to these potential biases, our
revenue-loss figure also does not reflect any
behavioral changes which might accompany
elimination of the exemption. Our research
suggests that the current shipping and pack
ing technology probably would limit the abil
ity of produce and fish packers to switch from
using ice to other coolants. However, it is
possible that if removing the exemption
causediceprices to increase, this might induce
at least some ice users to switch from purchas
ing ice (which would be taxable) to making
their ownice (whichwouldbe tax-exempt). To
the extent that this happened, the revenue
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gain from eliminating the exemption would
be reduced.

Although we have been unable to quantify
the above factors, we believe that their net
effect probably wouldbe more likely to reduce
than increase our revenue-loss estimate.

Findings Regarding Cost
Effectiveness of the Program

The key issue here is: Does this program
offer· an effective means of accomplishing
such objectives as increasing the competitive
ness of California's agricultural and fishing
industries, orreducing food prices to consum-



ers? If the answer is "no," then the state's
revenue losses under the program are simply
accruing as windfall subsidy benefits to the
industries most affected by the program.
These include operators offishing vessels, fish
processors, and growers and shippers ofcel
ery, carrots, com and especially broccoli.

Economic effects appear to be minor

In orderfor this program to have anysignifi
cant economic effects, it is necessary for the
exemption on ice to materially affect the costs
ofbringing fresh produceand fish products to
market, and thereby reduce the prices of these
items to consumers and/or improve the abil
ity ofproducers to operate profitably. Table 16
shows what the tax savings offered by the
exemption are relative to the estimated value
of the products affected by it. These effects are
very minor. For example, the table shows that
in 1986 the estimated tax savings were:

• Less than two-tenths of a cent per dollar
paid to producers of the most-affected
agricultural produce (broccoli, celery,
carrots and com).

Part Two: Sales and Use Tax Exemption

• Only one-tenth of a cent per dollar value
of payments for fish made to fishing boat
operators.

Implications for consumer prices

It is very questionable whether such small
relative cost effects would ever even show up
as reduced prices to consumers, and if they
did, the pricechanges probably wouldbe very
minor.

Implications for the profitability of
producers

To the extent that the program's tax benefits
are not embodied into consumer prices but
rather are retained by producers, their profits
willbe improved. However, in most cases this
effect also should be relatively minor. We
have beenunable to obtainreliable data on the
statewide profit margins of producers most
affected by the exemption. However, accord
ing to the California Department of Food and
Agriculture, net state farm income in 1986was
about 28 percent of gross farm income re
ceipts.

Table 16
Estimated Revenue Losses from the Exemption Compared to the Values of Affected Products'

Revenue Losses as a
State and Local Revenue Market Values of Percent ofProduct

Type ofItem Losses from the Exemptionb Affected Producttf Market Values

A. Agricultural Produce
Broccoli $790,000 $214,000,000 0.37%

Celery 25,000 147,800,000 0.02

Carrotsd 30,000 140,400,000 0.02
Corn 30,000 24,200,000 0.12

Subtotal $875,000 $526,400,000 0.17%

B. Fish Productse $175,000 $169,600,000 0.10%

• Estimates are for 1986 as developed by Legislative Analyst.

b All figures shown have been rounded to the nearest$5,000. Local sales taxes equal approximately32percentofstate sales taxes on a statewide basis.

C "Marketvalue" is rounded to the nearest $100,000 and is defined as payment to the initialproducer, such as an agricultural grower orfishing vessel.
Market value at the retail level would be higher than the amounts shown, due to markups.

d Includes only carrots sold fresh, because carrots shipped for processing are generally not iced.

e Assumes that 90 percent of ice used by processors is self-made.
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If this same ratio were to hold for products
affected by the exemption, the program's tax
benefits would amount to less than one cent
per dollar of net income. Even if the ratio of
net-to-gross income for products affected by
the exemption were as low as, say, 5 percent,
the program's tax benefits still would only
increase this ratio by less than 0.2 percentage
points, or not even up to a level of5.2 percent.
Thus, the program's potential effects on pro
ducers' profits appear to be relatively limited.

Implications for California's economic
competitiveness

Finally, we have found no convincing evi
dence that there would tend to be much effect
on the interstate or international economic
competitiveness of California. For example:

• In the case offish, sincefresh fish shipped
out of state generally travels via airplane,
tax-exempt wet ice is not used. While dry
ice may sometimes be used and it does
qualify for the exemption, the use of tax
able gel ice is most common. Thus, be
cause wet and dry ice are seldom used in
transporting fresh fish outofCalifornia,a
sales tax on these items should not mate
rially reduce the competitiveness of the
California fishing industry relative to
other states and nations.

• In the case ofagricultural produce, some
is shipped to other states using wet ice.
As discussed above, however, a tax on
the ice used to ship this produce probably
would have very little effect on the prices
charged to consumers, and therefore
would have little, if any, effect on the
competitiveness of California's agricul
tural industries. Even in the case of broc
coli, where the potential price increase
from taxing ice would be greatest, the
price increase still would amount to only
slightly more than one-third of one cent
for every dollar's worth of broccoli pur
chased (see Table 16).

Summary Regarding Cost
Effectiveness

Given the above, we find the evidence lack
ing thatthis program is having any significant
impacts on the basic economic competitive
ness of the affectedCalifornia industries or on
prices paid by consumers. Rather, it is likely
that the revenue losses being incurred by the
state (and localities) to fund the program are
simply accruing as windfall benefits to the
industries most directly affected by it. The
program also places users of taxable non-ice
coolants at a competitive disadvantage.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Exempting the sale of packing ice and dry
ice used in transporting food for human con
sumption has been justified on thebasis that it
provides equity between the sales tax treat
ment of ice and other cooling processes. Also,
it has been justifiedas an extensionofthe food
exemption on the grounds that ice should be
considered a "component part" of the prod
ucts it cools. Lastly, it has been justified as a
means of improving the economic competi-
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tiveness of certain California products, and
keeping consumer food prices low.

Ouranalysis ofthese rationales andthe cost
effectiveness of the program indicates that it
cannot be justified on any of these grounds.

Therefore, we recommend that the sales tax
exemption for packing ice and dry ice used to
pack andshipfood for human consumption be
repealed. «>
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Review of the In-Lieu Tax on Racehorses

The in-lieu tax on racehorses provides what
,amounts to a partial exemption from the local
property tax for qualifying racehorses. In the
absence of this program, such racehorses
would be considered business personal prop
erty subject to the regular 1 percent ad val
oremlocal property tax. This programinstead
provides that qualifying racehorses are taxed
according to a special schedule, which in most
cases results ina lower tax liability than would

be imposed by the ad valorem local property
tax.

Although the program results in reduced
tax revenues only at the local government
level, it does result in a state cost. This is
because it increases the amount of school
apportionments that the statemust provide to
local school districts in order to replace these
foregone local tax revenues.

Statutory Authorization and Legislative History
This program is authorized by Part 12 of the program was established in 1971 by Chapter

California Revenue and Taxation Code. The 1759, and became operative on July 1, 1972.

Description of Provisions
As noted above, the in-lieu tax established

bythis program provides a specialmethod for
the taxation of racehorses. In order to qualify
for the in-lieu tax, a horse must meet the
following two-fold eligibility test:

• First, a horse must be eligible topartici
pate in, or produce foals which will be
eligible to participate in, a horse racing
contest in California for which pari-mu
tuel racing is permitted under rules and
regulations prescribed by the California
Horse Racing Board (CHRB). In order to
meet this criterion, a horse need only be

registered with one of five organizations
recognized by the CHRB that represent
racing horse breeds. These organizations
include the Jockey Club (representing
thoroughbred horses), the United States
Trotting Association (representing stan
dardbred or harness horses), the Ameri
can Quarter Horse Association, the Ap
paloosa Horse Club and the Arabian
Horse Registry of America.

• Second, ifa horse is over three years old,
or over four years old in the case of an
Arabian, the horse must in the previous
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two years have either (1) participated in a
horse race contest on which pari-mutuel
wagering ispermitted or (2) beenused for
breeding purposes in order to produce
racehorses. In order to meet the second of
these two conditions, the owner must
havebredthe racehorse with the intent, at
time of breeding, of producing racing
stock.

Thus, horses can qualify for in-lieu taxation
up to the age of three, orage four in the case of
an Arabian, even ifthe horse hasnever raced or
been bred with the intent to produce racing
horses. And older horses can qualify for in
lieu taxation, even if they only have raced or
been used for racehorse breeding purposes
once in the last two years.

Exactly How Are Racehorses Taxed
Under This Program?

The amount of tax levied on horses that
qualifyunder this program varies, depending
on the characteristics of the animal. The tax
schedule is summarized in Table 17. The
amount of the tax varies from a minimum of
$12 for a nonproducing broodmare, to a
maximum of $1,000 for a stallion with a stud
fee of $10,000 or more. The tax is payable on
January 1 of each year. In addition, the law
provides that foals born to a racehorse mare

Rationale for the Program
Two primary rationales for the in-lieu tax on

racehorseshavebeenadvanced,both ofwhich
ultimately relate to promoting the breeding,
boardingand training ofracehorses inCalifor
nia.

First, the program often is justified on tax
equity grounds. The argument here is that
counties are not uniform in how they appraise
horses in order to determine their assessed
value for regular property taxpurposes. The
program's proponents point out that this lack
of uniformity can result in inequitable treat
ment of certain horse owners, because the
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during any given calendar year are exempt
altogether from property taxation for that
year.

How Would Racehorses Be Taxed in
the Absence of This Program?

In the· absence of this program, qualifying
racehorses would be considered to be busi
ness personal property and, as such, wouldbe
subject to the regular ad valorem local prop
erty tax. Such horses would be reappraised
each year, and a tax rate of 1 percent (plus any
additional tax for paying-off voter-approved
bonded indebtedness) would be applied
against the full market value of the horse.
Thus, for example, a horse valued at $100,000
would pay a basic tax of $1,000.

It should be noted that horses subject to the
local property tax generally include the per
manent stock owned by any individual en
gaged in the business of breeding, training or
showing horses. In contrast, horses which are
owned as personal pets are considered to be
household personal property, and therefore
are exempt from the property tax. In addition,
if a horse breeder can demonstrate that a
particular horse is being held for sale, the
horse is exempt from the property tax because
it is classified as business inventory.

appraised values of comparable horses will
vary depending on the county in which a
horse is located. The proponents argue that
this problem can be avoided under the in-lieu
tax, because the tax is based not on an ap
praisal (that is, an estimate) of a horse's actual
market value, but rather simply on such ob
servable factors as its racingearningsandstud
or brood fees.

The second main justification offered for the
program relates to its value as a tax incentive.
Proponents argue that the other major racing
states currently do not tax horses at full mar-
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Table 17
California's In-Lieu Tax Schedule for Racehorsesa

AMOUNT OF TAX
AGE 12 AND YOUNGER AGE 13 AND OLDER

A. Stallions
Stud fee classification
$10,000 and up .

7,500 and up .
5,000 and up .
3,000 and up .
1,500 and up ..
1,000 and up ..

Less than 1,000 ..

B. Broodmares
Stakes-winning producing broodmares .
Stakes-producing broodmares .
Other producing broodmares .
Stakes-winning nonproducing broodmares ..
Other nonproducing broodmares .

$1,000
750
500
300
150
100
75

$75
75
40
35
20

$650
500
330
200
100
65
50

$50
50
28
25
12

AMOUNT OF TAX

c. Active Racehorses
Racehorses which in the previous
calendar year earned:
$100,000 or more $150
Between 50,000 and 99,999 100
Between 25,000 and 49,999 60
Less than 25,000 40

Other Racehorses
Stakes yearlings, stakes two-year-olds,
stakes three-year-olds 35
Other yearlings, two-year-olds, three-year-olds,
and nonactive racehorses.................................................. 20

a Tax schedule in effect as of October 1988.
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ketvalue,ifatall. Given this, they claimthat in fornia, which in turn would reduce economic
the absence of this program, many racehorse activity in California, including the amount of
owners might move their operations out of attendance and wagering at California's rac
California in order to gain the tax advantages ing meets. As a result, both the economy
offered by other racing states. This, they say, generally and state revenues, including pari
could reduce the number of quality horses mutuel wagering tax receipts, could be hurt.
being bred, raised, trained and raced in Cali-

Evaluation of the Program
This section (1) identifies the probable mag

nitude of the cost of this tax expenditure pro
gram in terms of foregone local property tax
revenues, (2) discusses how the in-lieu tax is
working from an administrative perspective,
and (3) evaluates whether the program is
meeting its intended objectives in a cost-effec
tive manner. In preparing this analysis, we
have relied on information from a variety of
sources including the California Board of
Equalization (BOE), the CHRB, county asses
sors' offices, trade associations and their
publications, and interviews with various
industry representatives.

Findings Regarding Revenue Losses
From the Program

It is extremely difficult to accurately deter
mine the local revenue losses andstateschool
apportionment costs associated with this
program. This is because, as discussed below,
we have found that county assessors' offices
generally do not maintain very complete sta
tistics concerning the number, type orvalue of
horses qualifying for the in-lieu tax, and that
some unknown portion of the taxes actually
owed under current law is not even being
collected at all. Nevertheless, the available
evidence suggests that the revenue losses
associated with the program probably are
fairly substantial.

Revenue loss probably is in the millions

The 1985 National Equine Survey reported
that there are over 70,000 thoroughbreds in
California, over 100,000 quarterhorses, and
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more than 3,000 standardbreds. Of these
horses, over 25,000 thoroughbreds were re
ported to be used for racing, as well as 4,000
quarterhorses and 2,000 standardbreds. All of
these horses would qualify for thein-lieu tax.
In addition, there are many other horses that
probably would qualify for the in-lieu tax as
racehorse breeding stock. Our research sug
gests that the revenue losses on these horses
due to the in..lieu tax would, on average, be in
the range of tens to hundreds of dollars per
horse for active racehorses, horses in training,
and broodmares. Forsyndicated stallions, the
average loss magnitude probably would be in
the range of hundreds to thousands of dollars
perhorse. Given these data, webelieve it is not
unreasonable to conclude that the general

.order of magnitude of the revenue losses
under this program is in the millions of dol
lars.

Findings Regarding Administration
of the In-Lieu Tax

As noted earlier, the in-lieu tax offers the
administrative advantage of taxing horses
based on a simple schedule using observable
information about a horse's physical attrib
utes and performance, rather than having to
estimate a horse's actual market value. Our
analysis indicates, however, that the in-lieu
tax is currently characterized by inconsistent
application and various other administrative
problems. For example, a recent survey of
countyassessment practicesconducted bythe
Ventura County Assessor's Office indicates
that:



• Some counties do not tax horses at all,
others who do tax horses do not bother to
use the in-lieu tax, and others which do
use it do not attempt to distinguish be
tween racehorses (which qualify for the
in-lieu tax) and nonracing show horses
(which do not qualify).

• The appraisal staff in certain counties
appear to be misinformed about the spe
cific conditions under which a horse
qualifies for the in-lieu tax. For example,
we have identified cases where young
horses, including young nonracing Ara
bian show horses, have beendisqualified
from using the in-lieu tax because they
cannot fulfill the "intent to race" crite
rion, even though this criterion does not
apply to young horses.

Why do these administrative problems
exist?

These and other administrative problems
involving the in-lieu tax appear to result from
several sources. In some cases, inadequate
auditing efforts are being made by assessors
to ensure that the proper amounts of in-lieu
taxes, which are self-assessed, are being paid.
This problem can be addressed simply by in
creased or more effective auditing efforts, to
the extent they are cost-effective. As discussed
below, however, the current in-lieu tax law
also contains certain ambiguities, especially
with regard to eligibility, which can make its
consistent application difficult even for the
most conscientious ofassessors. For example,
individual appraisers will inevitably differ
from one another in the judgments they must
make as to whether older nonracing horses
have been bred with the "intent to race" their
offspring, which qualifying for the in-lieu tax
requires. Addressing problems of this sort
requires modifying and clarifying the in-lieu
tax law itself.
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Findings Regarding Cost
Effectiveness of Program

This section considers whether this pro
gram is achieving its objectives and, if so,
whetherit isdoingso inthe mostcost-effective
manner. That is, does the program achieve its
objectives and can the costs of the program be
justified?

Cost-effectiveness in terms of the tax
equity rationale

We find that the first rationale described
earlier -- tax-equity - is an extremely weak
justification for this program. Admittedly, the
in-lieu tax eliminates the problem that can
occur under the regular property tax of com
parable horses being assessed at different
values in different counties, because ofcounty
differences in assessment practices for deter
mining themarketvalues ofracehorses. Inour
view, however, a special tax expenditure
program like the in-lieu tax is not necessary to
address this particular problem. Rather, it
could be addressed through improved guide
lines for standardizing property tax assessments.
The BOE's existing assessment standards
program already is responsible for ensuring
consistency of assessment practices between
counties. If counties do, in fact, differ in how
they would treat racehorses under the regular
property tax, it is the BOB's job to identify and
then resolve these differences, such as by
assessment training programs and improved
operational assessment standards. Thus,
from this perspective, the tax-equity rationale
is itself insufficient justification for the in-lieu
tax expenditure program.

The current program has its own tax
inequities

There are several ways in which the current
in-lieu tax actually creates new tax inequities
between the owners ofhorses that would not
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exist under the regular property tax. For ex
ample:

• The program permits all young·horses
registered with one of the five earlier
mentioned equine organizations to qual
ify for special tax treatment -- even if their
owners neitherrace themnor evenintend
to ever race them or their foals (as in the
case ofexpensive Arabianshowhorses)-
yet does not give this same tax break to
other nonracing horse breeds, like Mor
gans or Tennessee Walking Horses.

• Regarding older horses, the program's
eligibility requirements are so loose that
theymake it possible for horses who have
little ifany regular involvement in racing
activities to get the tax break, even
though the break really is intended for
racing horses. For instance, an older
horse can qualify for the tax break even if
it (1) races as infrequently as once every
two years, or (2) never has any of its prog
eny actually "make it" to the track, so
long as it has been bred within the past
two years with the "intent" to produce
racehorses.

As an example, an expensive Arabian stal
lion used to produce high-quality show
~o~ses can get the tax break as long as it runs
ill Just one race every other year. The owner of
such a horse has a strongfinancial incentive to
establish the animal as "racing stock" given
the potential tax benefits involved under the
program -- on average about $300 to $600
annually in the case of California Arabians.
Given the very minimal racing requirement
for eligibility and the difficulty county asses
sors have in disproving breeders' claims
about the~ "intent" to produce racehorses,
the potentIal for abuses and inequities under
this program is considerable. Ifthe program is
continued, this problem can be addressed by
tightening up its eligibility requirements.
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Cost-effectiveness in terms of the
tax-incentive rationale

The key issue here involves the extent to
which this program encourages the breeding,
boardingand trainingofracehorses inCalifor
nia, and the associated positive impacts ofthis
on the state's economy. These effects depend
primarily on two factors:

• The degree to which the program in
creases the economic returns realized by
taxpayers who invest in racehorses; and

• The effect that these increased invest
ment returns have on the ability of horse
related enterprises to profitably operate,
and to choose to locate in California in
stead of in other states.

Investment returns are modestly increased

The effect of the in-lieu tax on the economic
returns to horse owners and investors de
pends on a variety of factors, including a
ho~se's income from racing or stud fees, its
mamtenance costs, and its current market
value. Because these factors differ so much
from one horse to another, it is next to impos
sible to define a "typical" horse which can be
used to portray the effects of thein-lieu tax on
horses generally, Rather, the program's ef
fects depend on the specific characteristics of
each individual racehorse. As an illustration:

• Suppose that an investor purchases a
top-quality racing horse for $1 million.
The horse earns $200,000 annually in
purse money and generates a net invest
ment return after expenses of 15 percent
($150,000) per year. Table 17 shows that
the in-lieu tax on this horse is $150,
whereas a 1 percent ad valoremproperty
tax would amount to $10,000. Thus, this
program increases the horse's annual
investment return by $9,850, or about 1
percentage point (that is, from 14 percent
to about 15 percent).



• Alternatively, take the case of a lesser
quality horse worth $50,000 with a more
marginal earnings potential of $10,000
annually in purse money and a 5 percent
($2,500) net investment return per year.
Table 17shows that the in-lieu tax on this
horse would only be $40, which would
represent a tax savings of $460 and an
increase in the annual rate of return of
about 0.9 percentage points (from 4.1
percent to 5 percent).

Effects of the tax break on the economy are
unknown

There is no question that the increased in
vestment returns to horse owners from the in
lieu tax promote the financial health of the
horse racing industry in California, both by
increasing the number of horse-related busi
nesses that can profitably operate, and dis
couraging the relocation of certain horse-re-
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lated activities, such as breeding, boarding
and training, from California to other states.
The latter effect is especially pronounced be
cause most other major horse racing states
effectively exempt horses from property taxa
tion.

Because of data limitations, however, we
have been unable to actually quantify the
extent to which the in-lieu tax has increased
the number of horses located in California, as
opposed to simply giving "windfall benefits"
to horse owners who would be in business in
California even if the in-lieu tax break did not
exist. Consequently, although the program
undoubtedly has provided at least some
stimulus to economic activity, we cannot say
whether the value of this increased economic
activity is greater or less than the property tax
revenues given up to provide the program, or
thus whether the program is cost-effective
from a tax-incentive standpoint.

Summary and Recommendations

Our analysis'of thein-lieu tax expenditure
program for racehorses indicates that the pro
gram:

• Results in local property tax revenue
losses in the millions of dollars annually,
along with unknown though significant
costs to the state for school apportion
ments.

• Potentially offers certain administrative
advantages as an alternative to the ad
valorem property tax, but also currently
suffers from a number of administrative
problems and shortcomings.

• In its current form, creates certain types
of tax inequities, primarilybecause certain
horses can qualify for the program that
are not really involved in racing-related
activities. For example, it is possible for
expensive Arabian show horses to re
ceive significant tax breaks.

• Increases modestly the rate of return to
the owners ofmost horses that qualifyfor

the program, and thus has some positive
impact in terms of promoting the breed
ing, boarding and training of racehorses
in California. However, the program also
results in windfall benefits to many horse
owners whose behavior is unaffected by
it. There are no reliable data to determine
whether the program's economic bene
fits are greater or less than the revenues
given up to provide the program. Thus,
whether or not the program iscost-effec
tive as a tax incentive is unknown.

What Should the Legislature Do
About This Program?

Given the above findings, we believe that
there are two keyquestions facing the Legisla
ture regarding this program:

• First; should the in-lieu tax continue to
be used in place of levying the regular
property tax on racehorses? We have no
analytical basis for recommending that
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the in-lieu tax itself be abolished, given
the potential administrative advantages
it offers. However, should the Legisla
ture retain this program, the current ad
ministrative problems and tax inequities
associated with the in-lieu tax need to be
addressed.

• Second, at what levels should the in-lieu
tax rates be set? Even if the in-lieu ap
proach to taxing horses is retained on
administrative grounds, the question
still remains of whether horse owners
should beallowed to pay less taxes under
the in-lieu tax schedule than they would
under the regular property tax, and if so,
how large a tax break should be allowed.
This is essentiallya tax policy issue for the
Legislature to decide, given that reliable
data are unavailable to measure how
cost-effective the current tax break is as a
tax incentive to stimulate economicactiv
ity in California.

Recommendations
Given the above, our recommendations

regarding this program are as follows:
• First, providing that the Legislature de

cides to retain the in-lieu approach to
taxing horses, we recommend that the
Legislature consider "tightening up" the
program's eligibility requirements re
garding older horses. Specifically, the
Legislature may wish to limit the ability
of older nonrace horses, such as Arabian
show horses, to receive tax breaks. For
example, the Legislature might want to
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consider requiring horses to participate
in horse races more frequently than once
every two years, and defining more spe
cifically what it means to breed horses
"with the intent" of producing racing
stock.

• Second, we recommend that the Legisla
ture review the state's policy of auto
matically allowing the owners of
younger horses to receive tax breaks re
gardless of whether a horse is currently
involved, or ever will be involved in the
future, in racing-related activities. Spe
cifically,as with older horses, theLegisla
ture may wish to restrict younger horses
not involved in racing-related activities
from getting tax breaks.

• Third, we recommend that the Legisla
ture review the in-lieu tax schedule itself.
The tax rates contained in the in-lieu
schedule have not been reviewed since
the tax was first established 17 years ago.
The purpose of the review should be to
determine whether the taxes paid by
qualifying horses are set at appropriate
levels. For example, the Legislature may
want to adjust the tax rates upward to
account for inflation. Or, given the lackof
evidence about whether or not the cur
rent tax break is a cost-effective tax incen
tive, the Legislature may want to con
sider such options as making the in-lieu
tax assessments more in line with those
whichthead valorem propertytax would
otherwise generate. +
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Review of the Partial Property Tax

Exemption for Land Under a Wildlife

Habitat Contract

This tax expenditure program provides
what amounts to a partial exemption from
local property taxes for certain lands which
are restricted to wildlifehabitatuses. Itaccom
plishes this by providing a special alternative
method ofdetermining the assessed values of
such properties. To the extentthat this alterna
tive assessment method lowers a property's
assessed value, it also reduces the local prop
erty taxes that its owners must pay.

Although the program results in reduced
revenues only at the localgovernment level, it
does impose a state cost. This is because it
increases the amount of school apportion
ments that the state must provide to local
school districts in order to replace these fore
gone local tax revenues.

Statutory Authorization and Legislative History

This program is authorized by Sections 421 lished in 1973 by Chapter 1165, and became
(f), 422 (e) and 423.7 ofthe California Revenue effective on January 1, 1974.
and Taxation Code. The program was estab-

Description of Provisions
As noted above, this program provides a

partial exemption from the property tax to
certain qualifying property that is legally re
strictedfor use as a wildlife habitat. In order to
qualify for the program, the property must be
subject to a contract with a state or federal
agency limiting the use of the land for 10 or
more years to habitat for native or migratory
wildlife, or as native pasture. In addition, the
propertymust comprise at least 150 acres, and
mustbe eligible to receive water for waterfowl

or waterfowl management purposes from the
federal government. The only properties that
meet these qualifications are a number of pri
vate duck-hunting clubs located within the
Grasslands Water District in Merced County.

Tax Treatment Under the Program
The special method of valuing qualifying

duck-club property for tax purposes under
this program allows property values to be
based on the average per-acre sales price of
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corporate stock or membership shares in a
duck club. For example, if a 50-acre share in a
club sells on average for $5,000, then this
program would value the propertyat $100 per
acre. The county assessor would then com
pare this assessed value with the assessed
value that would result under ordinary as
sessment practices (see below), and the prop
erty tax would be levied on the lower of these
two values.

Tax Treatment in the Program's
Absence

In the absence of this program, qualifying
wildlife habitat property in Merced County
would be treated the same for property tax
purposes as other property generally. Specifi
cally, under current law the property tax
would be based on the lesser of:

• The Proposition 13 Ubase-year value" of
the property. SectionXIIIA ofthe Califor
nia Constitution generally defines a
property's Ubase-year value" as the as
sessor's valuation of the property as
shown on the 1975-76 tax bill. This value
is then adjusted annually by the rate of
inflation, up to a maximum of 2 percent
per year. The base-year value can be in
creased to reflect a property's current fair
market value onlywhen there is a change
of ownership, or to the extent that new
construction increases a property's fair
market value.

• The current ufull cash value"ofthe prop
erty. California Revenue and Taxation
Code Section 110 defines "full cash
value" (a term equivalent to fair market
value) as the price the property would
bring if it was offered for sale on the open
market. The county assessor generally
determines the full cash value of the
property based on sales of comparable
properties. (A property's current full
cash value can be less than its Proposition
13 base-year value if agricultural prop
erty values have become depressed, due
to such factors as depressed farm prices,
surplus inventories of agricultural pro-
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duction that limit the ability to market
farm products, and environmental and
weather problems that reduce agricul
tural production yields.)

Treatment of Duck Clubs in
Williamson Act Counties

Although waterfowl habitat lands outside
of the Grasslands Water District in Merced
County do not qualify under this program,
those lands located in other counties may
qualify for a partial property tax exemption
under the California Land Conservation Act
(CLCA, also known as the Williamson Act or
Open Space program). This program, enacted
in 1965, provides a partial property tax ex
emption for certain agricultural and open
space lands. It is only available in counties
which have passed an ordinance making the
program operative. (Merced County does not
participate in the program, so that habitat
lands located there are not eligible for CLCA
benefits.) To qualify for the CLCA program,
the owner must voluntarily enter into a con
tract with the city orcounty in whose jurisdic
tion the property is located. Thiscontractmust
limit the use of the land to open-space or
agricultural purposes. The land is then as
sessed based on its restricted use value, which
is based on the property's anticipated future
income from this restricted use.

At the current time, 48 counties participate
in the CLCA. Duckclub owners in these coun
ties have the option to enter into a restrictive
use contract in order to receive the property
tax benefits offered under CLCA. In fact,
many duck clubs do receive a property tax
benefit under CLCA.

Duck clubs that are not located in CLCA
counties, including those in Merced County,
cannot qualify for the CLCA tax benefit. As a
practical matter, the partial property tax ex
emption we are reviewing here was "tai
lored" to the Grasslands duckclubs in Merced
County so as to allow them to get a tax break
similar to that provided for duck clubs in
CLCA counties.



Rationale for the Program
This program's rationale is not specified in

statute. However, our review of bill analyses
and other documents dating back to the pro
gram's enactment indicates that the pro
gram's primary rationale was to provide an
incentive for private duck club owners to
maintain their land as wildlife habitat. The
program attempts to do this by reducing the
owners' cost of maintaining the property as a
waterfowl refuge,by reducingproperty taxes.

The Argument for Promoting
Waterfowl Refuges

Program proponents point out that Califor
nia lies along the Pacific Flyway, which is one
of the most important waterfowl flyways on
the American continent. These proponents
argue that it is important to maintain resting,
feeding and wintering grounds for the more
than eight million waterfowl that migrate
through or winter in California. Proponents
further point out that over 90 percent of Cali
fornia's original two to five million acres of
natural wetlands have been converted to
otheruses. Thus, it is argued that the state and
federal governments should actively promote
waterfowl habitat conservation to ensure that
adequate wetlands are available along the
Pacific Flyway.

Most Habitat Lands Are Private and
Thus Subject to Property Taxes

Of the 300,000 acres of waterfowl habitat
remaining in California, approximately
200,000 acres are in Brivate hands and are
generally used for private hunting clubs. As
private realproperty, these clubsare subjectto
property taxes. The hunting clubs typically
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are owned by shareholders who pay an· an
nual fee to cover the costs of property mainte
nance, including property taxes. According to
industry sources, the costs to private owners
of maintaining wetlands suitable for winter
ing waterfowl are in the range of approxi
mately $50 to $100 per acre in Merced County.
These maintenance costs include the costs of
water, the cultivation of waterfowl feeding
crops, and other costs such as facility upkeep,
insurance and local property taxes.

It is argued that, as these maintenance costs
increase over time, shareholders who are
unwilling to pay those costs may seek to sell
their club ownership shares. Should this hap
pen, it is possible that the land willbeacquired
by farming interests and be converted to agri
cultural uses. Another possibility for clubs
whose members become unwilling or unable
tobear the costs ofmaintainingtheclub would
beto simplystopcultivatingthe landas water
fowl habitat. In either case -- whether the land
is sold for farming or allowed to lie fallow -
the land would not as effectively serve the
needs of wintering or migrating waterfowl.

By Reducing Taxes, the Program
Can Reduce Maintenance Costs

As noted above, property taxes are one
component of the maintenance expenses that
duck club owners must pay if they are to
remain in business. This program seeks, by
reducing these property taxes, to reduce the
maintenance costs associated with duck clubs
and thereby provide an incentive for private
huntingclub owners to maintain theirlandsas
waterfowl habitat.
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Evaluation of the Program
This section provides ouranalysis of this tax

expenditure program. It first describes the
extent to which the program has been used
and summarizes the program's costs, both in
terms of foregone local property tax revenues
and the increased state school apportionment
costs which are thereby generated. It then
evaluates whether or not the program's prop
erty tax incentives have encouraged the pres
ervation of waterfowl habitat in a cost-effec
tive manner. In preparing this analysis we
have relied on information from a variety of
sources, including the California Board of
Equalization, the Merced County Assessor's
Office, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFW), the California Department of Fish
and Game, the Grasslands Water District, the
U.S. SoilConservationServiceand theCalifor
nia Waterfowl Association.

Findings Regarding Revenue Losses
and State Costs

At the time this program was enacted in
1973, the Merced County Assessor's Office
estimated that it would reduce local property
tax revenues by approximately $150,000 an
nually. Table 18 indicates that the program's
costs have fallen drastically since that time,
and that the property tax revenue losses at
tributable to it in recent years are very minor.
For example, the table shows that the local
property tax reductions caused by this pro
gram during the past several years appear to
have ranged between about $10,000 to $20,000
annually. About 40 percent of this loss repre
sents a cost to the state, which under current
law must give increased school apportion
ments to MercedCountybecauseofthe reduc
tion in the county's property tax base caused
bytheTEP.

Table 18
Effects of Ch 1165/73 on Assessed Values Property

Tax Liabilities, and Government Revenue~and Costs
1985·86 through 1987-88a

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88

Reduction in Assessed Values $1,463,490 $1,021,773 $2,051,096
Reduction in Property Taxes 15,843 10,810 21,000
Net Local Cost 9,697 6,519 13,085
Net State Cost 6,146 4,291 8,615

• Source: Merced ~l?untyAssessor's Office. TheMerced Countyproperty taxrate equals aboutl.058percentfor the three ears shown andincludes
a tax levy for retiring voter-approved debt. The state cost shown reflects increased school apportionments to Merced ~unty. '

Thelowlevel oftaxbenefits producedbythe
program is attributable to the following four
factors:

• First, due to the passage of Proposition
13, Merced County's current average
property tax rate (about 1.06 percent) is
considerably lower than its average
property tax rate at the time the program
was enacted (2.5 percent).
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• Second, the property upon which the
affected duck clubs are situated does not
change ownership very frequently. As
noted earlier, in theabsence ofa change in
ownership, growth in the "base-year
value" of property is limited to 2 percent
annually. As a consequence, the ''base
year value" of many duck clubs is
actually lower than the reduced value
offered under this program. As a result,



some duck clubs do not "come out
ahead" under this program, and thus do
not use it.

• Third, the depression in agricultural val
ues in recent years has resulted in a situ
ation where the current fair market value
of many clubs is lower than either their
Proposition 13 "base-year value" or the
reduced value allowed under this pro
gram. This again means that not all duck
clubs would benefit under this TEP.

• Fourth, the USFW operates a conserva
tion easement program in the Grasslands
Water District. Under this program, per
petual easements are purchased on a
willing-seller basis from waterfowl habi
tat owners in the Grasslands Water Dis
trictarea. To comply with the stipulations
of the easement, the landowner cannot
alter the landinany way that is detrimen
tal to waterfowl use. In addition, USFW
retains the right to apply water to the
land, if necessary. Landowners partici
pating in the programmaysell their land,
but the easement applies to the new
owner. The USFW has purchased ease
ments on 28,000 acres in and around the
Grasslands District. Since these proper
ties are assessed based on their value in
the restricted use, we have no reason to
believe that they would benefit from the
partial tax exemption for wildlife habitat
provided by the tax expenditure pro
gram.

Distribution of Benefits Under the
Program

Regarding the distribution of tax benefits
under the program, our research indicates
that:

• There were 151 duck clubs in Merced
County that were qualified to participate
in this program during 1987-88.

• Of these 151 clubs, tax data from the
Merced County Assessor indicates that
only 20 clubs actually were participating
in the program and receiving tax benefits
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under it during 1987-88.
• Three duck clubs received 50 percent of

the total benefits accruing to these 20
participating clubs.

Thus, this program benefits a very small
number of organizations to begin with, and
half of its dollar benefits in 1987-88 were con
centrated in only three duck clubs.

Findings Regarding Cost
Effectiveness of the Program

The major criterion we use in evaluating the
merits of a tax expenditure program is
whether it has achieved its stated objectives
(which in this case involves encouraging land
owners to maintain their land as waterfowl
habitat) in the most cost-effective manner.
That is, has the program achieved its objec
tives and done so less expensively than could
be accomplished using other strategies for
waterfowl habitat conservation? Given this
criterion, the central issues associated with
this particular program are (1) the extent to
which the program results in the preservation
of waterfowl wintering grounds and (2)
whether the samelevel ofhabitat preservation
could be achieved using some other means at
a cost lower than the amount of property tax
revenues lost through this program.

How Has the Program Affected
Costs of Maintaining Wildlife
Habitat?

Our analysis of tax data from the Merced
County Assessor's Office indicates that, in
1987-88, this program resulted in average tax
savings of approximately $4.00 per acre.
These savings are equivalent to about 4 per
cent to 8 percent of the total per-acre costs of
maintaining wetlands. However, ouranalysis
also indicates that the per-acre tax savings
varied considerably from one parcel to an
other, from a low of $0.05 per acre to a high of
$9.39 per acre. The higher per-acre benefits
tend to accrue to property which has recently
changed hands, and thus has a higher "base
year value" for tax assessmentpurposes.
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What Effects Have These Cost
Savings Had?

The key question here ~: What effect, ifany,
do tax savings of these magnitudes have on
wildlife habitat land-use decisions?

Unfortunately, due to data limitations, it is
difficult to answer this question and evaluate
whether these savings have been effective in
inducing wildlife habitat property own~rs to
maintain their current land use. Accordmg to
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, between
2,000 and 3,000 acres in the Grasslands Water
Districthavebeenconvertedfrom wetlands to
agricultural use since 1971..Unfortunately,
however, it cannot be determIned how much
of this conversion occurred prior to 1974when
the program went into effect. Furthermore, it
cannot be determined how much land would
have been converted in the absence of this
program. A number of factors .contri?ute to
decisions concerning land use, mc1udmg the
relative value of the land for hunting versus
agricultural purposes, and the preferences of
property owners for land preservatio~..The
relative effects of these factors on deCISIOns
about using land that has qualified under this
program in unknown.

The Program's Current Effects on
Land Use Probably Are Limited

Despite the above uncertainties, in ourjudg
ment it is unlikely that this program currently
is having any significant impacts on land use
decisions. This is not to say that certain prop
erties have not been affected, but rather that
these cases are probably relatively limited.
The main reason for this involves the alterna
tive uses available for the lands involved.

Alternative agricultural uses for
Grasslands properties are limited

Agricultural experts have indic~te~ t~ us
that land in the Grasslands Water DIStrict IS of
limited value for agricultural purposes. This is
because this land is generally too salty and
uneven to be cultivated profitably. In order to
convert such land to agricultural uses, it is
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necessary for the property owner todr~ t.he
land, flatten it, and then treat the soil WIth
gypsum to remove salt dep~sits. Even then,
the land is generally only SUItable for lower
valued crops such as alfalfa or beets. Further
more, there is limited water available for most
such property. In order to receive water from
the Grasslands Water District, the land must
be used as a waterfowl habitat. Although
drain water is available, this water tends to
contain high concentrations of salts and con
taminants. Finally, alternative fresh water
sources are extremely expensive.

Given these limitations on land use and the
current softness in agricultural land values,
the highest and best use of Grasslands prop
erty appears to be for waterfowl hunting. In
fact, the GrasslandsWaterDistrict reports that
some of its acreage currently is being con
verted back from agricultural use to wetlands
property. Thus, it appears unlikely at the
current time that property in the Grasslands
Water District would be converted to agricul
tural use even in the absence of this program.

Effects Could Be Greater in the
Future

Although the program's current overall ef
fect on habitat preservation appears to be
limited this effect could be substantially, .
greater in the longer term. For exa~p~e,If t~e
agricultural economy improvessuffiCIently:m
future years, certain Grasslands propertIes
may become more attractive for farming. To
the extent that this occurs, land owners would
have more of an incentive to convert their
wetlands properties to agricultural u~es. ~~
thermore, in coming decades CalifornIa s
population is expected tobecomeincreas~gly
concentrated in the Central Valley corndor
wheremost habitat land is located. Thus, there
may be a tendency in the long run for urban
development to encroach upon waterfowl
habitat, again increasing the potential for ~and
conversion due to higher land values. GIVen
this, the program's partial tax exemption may
havemore ofan effect on land-use decisions in
the future than at present.



Findings Regarding Tax Equity
Our analysis indicates that this program

results in certain inequities in the tax treat
ment of waterfowl habitat lands. Specifically:

• This program is available only to wet
lands within the Grasslands Water Dis
trict. There are comparable properties
elsewhere in Merced County and other
areas of the state which cannot receive
this special tax treatment, because they
do not have the contractual arrange-
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ments discussed earlier that are required
to qualify for the TEP.

• This programis not available to restricted
wetlands properties which are smaller
than 150 acres inarea. As of1987-88, there
were 39 clubs in Merced County which
were under the restrictive land-use con
tracts described above and were less than
150 acres in size. Because of their size,
these smaller duck clubs do not qualify
fortheTEP.

Summary and Recommendations
Ouranalysis ofthe tax expenditure program

for wildlife habitat indicates that the program:

• Results in very minor local revenue losses
and state costs at the present time;

• Benefits only a limited number of taxpay
ers in only one water district of the state;

• Does not apply uniformly to similar water
fowl habitat lands; and

• Probably has little effect on land-usedeci
sions at the current time.

In sum, providing this program does not
impose much of a fiscal burden on state and
local government. However, neither does it
appear to be an effective, equitable or efficient
tool for ensuring the preservation of wildlife
habitat lands.

What Are the Legislature's Policy
Options?

What steps, if any, should the Legislature
take regarding this program, given that it is in
the public interest to maintain waterfowl
habitat lands, especially in light of the threats
to such habitats posed by future land-use
trends?

Revising the Current Program Has
Limitations

One option is for theLegislature to eliminate
some of the program's inherent inequities,
such as by making it available to small-acre
age properties and lands outside of the Grass
lands Water District. The problem with this
option, however, is that the program does not
appear to be an efficient means ofachieving its
objectives, and expanding its use would sim
ply exacerbate this shortcoming.

A Direct-Expenditure Approach Is
Preferable

Given the above, we recommend that the
Legislature repeal this program and relyfully
on an existing direct-expenditure program for
preserving wetlands habitat in California.

In 1987, the California Waterfowl Habitat
Progra~(CWHP) was establishedbyChapter
633 to protect land for the conservation of
waterfowl. This program allows private duck
club owners to receive state payments in re
turn for enteringa 10-year renewable contract
to maintain existing habitat that benefits
migratory waterfowl. These payments are
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funded from the interest on funds in the Cali
fornia Waterfowl Habitat Preservation Ac
count(CWHPA), which was createdbyChap
ter 633. Chapter 633 appropriated $100,000
from the California Environmental License
Plate Fund in start-up funding for the pro
gram.

Because such payments can be directed
towards the waterfowl habitat areas that the
state thinks are most valuable and at the great
est risk of degradation, an approach like
CWHPappears to offera more efficient means
ofprovidingfor the preservation ofwaterfowl
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habitatlands than the current tax expenditure
program. Furthermore, this alternative ap
proach allows the Legislature more direct
control over desired funding levels for pre
serving waterfowl habitat areas, thereby en
suring that the proper amounts of public
funds are being expended to accomplish this
objective.

For these reasons, we recommend that the
Legislature use the CWHP in lieu of the exist
ing property tax exemption for preserving
waterfowl habitat lands. .:.
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Review of the Sales and Use Tax

Exemption for Coins and Gold

or Silver Bullion

This tax expenditure program exempts gold or silver bullion having a market value
from sales and use taxation sales of coins and greater than $1,000.

Statutory Authorization and Legislative History

This program is authorized by Section 6355
of the California Revenue and Taxation Code.
The exemption was initially established on a
limited basis in 1973 by Chapter 1019. Under
that law, only coin sales by commodity bro
kers with a total face value greater than $1,000
were exempt. In 1977, the State Board of
Equalization (BOE) extended the exemption
to cover sales of foreign coins with a market
value greater than $1,000, based on a Califor
nia appellate court decision involving the
exemption's coverage (Alan Van Vliet Enter
prises, Inc. v. California State Board of Equaliza
tion). Following this, Chapter 849, Statutes of
1980, deleted the requirement that exempt

Description of Provisions
As noted above; this program exempts from

sales and use taxation coins and gold or silver
bullion, when the amount sold or purchased
has a market value of at least $1,000. The
reason for the $1,000 threshold is to limit the
exemption to "bulk" sales to investors, rather
than sales to hobbyists or curiosity buyers
whose behavior presumably would be rela-

sales be made by commodity dealers. Finally,
Chapter 1128, Statutes of 1985, further ex
tended the exemption to cover gold and silver
bullion, and changed the threshold for the
exemption to $1,000 of market value for all
coin and bullion sales. The provisions of
Chapter 1128 sunset on January I, 1991. The
sunsetdatewould have been eliminatedbySB
1630 (Campbell), which passed the Legisla
ture in 1988 but was vetoed by the Governor.

Chapter 1128 also requires the Legislative
Analyst to report to the Legislature by Janu
ary I, 1989 on this tax expenditure program,
a requirement which this review hasbeen pre
pared to satisfy.

tivelyunaffectedbythe added cost ofthe sales
tax.

Gold and silver bullion qualifying for this
program generally takes the physical form of
solid bars. The value of these bars depends
entirely on the current market value of gold or
silver.
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Regarding coins, these may be made of any
metal, provided that at some time they are, or
have been, used as a medium of exchange
under the laws ofCalifornia, the UnitedStates
or any foreign nation. American Arts gold
medallions (authorized by federal law) and
California Gold medallions (authorized by
state law) also qualify for the exemption.

The coin market itself consists of two dis
tinct segments:

• First, there are numismatic coins, which
are collectors' items. The value of a
numismatic coin depends primarily on
the scarcity of that type of coin, the qual
ity of the individual coin, and the desira
bility of the coin due to its aesthetic or
historical appeal. Little or none of the
coin's value may be due to the actual
metal in it.

• Second, there is monetized bullion, which
consists of coins whose value depends
almost entirely on the commodity value
of the metal in them. Several nations

Rationale for the Program
The followingfour principal rationales have

been put forward for this program:
• The amount of tax revenues foregone by

California due to the exemption is nil,
because coin and bullion purchasers can
easily avoid paying the sales tax by
making their purchases out of state and
have a strong incentive to do so.

• The exemption results in additional eco
nomic activity within California from ac
tivities related to coin and bullion sales
that would otherwise take place in other
states.

• The exemption protects consumers be
cause, in its absence, consumers would.
have an incentive to deal through un
known and potentially unreliable or un
scrupulous out-of-state businesses, in
stead of in-state businesses that can be
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currently issue these types of coins in
convenient weights for investors, the
most common being one-ounce gold
coins. Examples ofsuch coins include the
U.S. American Eagle, the Canadian
Maple Leaf and the Chinese Panda. Al
though these coins may have an actual
designated face value (for instance, $50
for the one-ounce American Eagle), their
bullion value is much higher. Generally,
monetized bullion coins sell for a small
premium over the commodity price of
the metal itself. For instance, on Octo
ber 17, 1988 the London gold price was
$413 per ounce, while the price for both
the American Eagle and CanadianMaple
Leafwas $428 -- a premium of3.6 percent
over the commodity price. The coins
command such a premium because they
are easier to buy and sell than bullion.

In some cases, such as rare gold coins, coins
may have both numismatic and bullion value.

dealt with in person and whose creden
tials may be easily verified.

• The imposition ofa sales tax on coins and
bullion is unfair, because no sales tax is
charged on competing investment ve
hicles, such as stocks, bonds and real
estate.

The Nil Revenue Loss Rationale
The crux of this argument is that it would be

easy and relatively inexpensive for Califor
nians to avoid paying sales tax on bullion and
coins if the exemption were repealed, mean
ing that imposing a sales tax on these transac
tions would generate very little revenue. For
example, the combined 6 percent basic state
local sales tax on three American Eagle coins,
valued at current market prices (around
$1,285), would be about $77. However, a Cali-
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fornia buyer could avoid this tax simply by
callinga dealer inanotherstate an? havmg ~he

coins delivered by registered mail. The ShIp
ping and handling charge for the delivery
normallywould be less than $5 per coi~..Thus,
on a three-coin purchase (the mmimum
number of coins that would have to be pur
chased in order for the sale to exceed the
$1 000 threshold needed for the exemption to
a~ply), the net savings from purchasing outof
state would be about $62. Likewise, a pur
chaser of 30 coins, whose value at current
market prices is $12,850, could realu:e a net
savings of $620. Given the ease of mail-or~er
buying, these savings would be a .stro~g m
centive to shift purchases out ofCalifornIa. As
a result, it is unlikely that the state would gain
much revenue from repealing the exemption.

Although purchasers of coins and bullion
technically wouldbe liable for the use tax if the
exemption were not available, as a practical
matter this tax is rarely collected from buyers
in out-of-state mail-order sales. The Legisla
ture enactedlegislation in 1987(Chapters 1144
and 1145) requiring mail order, telemarketing
and television shopping qusinesses which
target California to collect use tax on pur
chases sent to California. According to staffat
the'State Board of Equalization, however, this
legislation probably would not be very effec
tive in enforcing use tax collection on sales of
bullion and monetized bullion coins. This is
because out-of-state dealers can solicit Cali
fornia investors effectively through national
advertising as opposed to advertising which
is targeted at California purchasers.

Of course, the argument that the sales tax
provides an incentive to make out-of-state
purchases could be used to justify exempting
any item subject to the tax. The propo~entsof
this rationaleargue,however, thatbullIOnand
coins are a special case for the following rea
sons:

• The value of these items is high com
pared with shipping costs.

• Purchases in excess of $1,000 generally
are for investment purposes andphysical
possession is not crucial.

• Bullion and monetized bullion coins are
standardized commodities available
from reliable sources, so that inspection
by the purchaser is not essential.

In our view, these arguments havesubstan
tial validity in the case of bullion and monet
ized bullion coins. Large purchasers espe
cially would have a very strong economic
incentive to avoid the sales tax and would
haveseveralconvenient means available to do
so. Only those purchasers who are unin
formed, or who have a strong preference for
personal inspection and immediate posses
sion, would buy in-state and pay the sales tax.

The preceding arguments, ho~eve~,are !ess
persuasive in the case of numIsmatic COIns.
Although these coins may be purchased for
investment purposes, they are primarily col
lectibles. Thus, physical inspection and pos
session of these coins is more important to
their buyers than it is for bullion, because the
quality and specific characteristics of these
coins determine their value. Purchasers also
may experience substantial enjoyme~t fro~
their display. In this respect, numISmatic
coins are similar to such other types ofcollect
ible investments as rare stamps, jewels and
art, all of which are subject to the sales tax.

The Economic Stimulus Rationale
The argument here is that the sales tax ex

emption results in additional economicac?v
ity in California associated with the buymg
and selling of coins and bullion.

Based on our discussions with coin and
bullion dealers and available information on
sales volumes, the sales tax exemption does
appear to shift into California certain sales of
coins and bullion that otherwise would have
occurred in other states, and likewise to keep
certain sales within California that otherwise
might have shifted into other states. Given
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this, there appears to be some validity to the
economic stimulus rationale.

Consumer Protection
According to this rationale, removing the

exemption might make California investors
more vulnerable to out-of-state scam opera
tors who might capitalize on the possibilities
for tax avoidance as a selling point. Because
these operations would be located outside of
California, California investors would not be
in a convenient position to check out a firm's
reputation and ensure that they would in fact
receive their order, before parting with their
money.

This particular problem, though perhaps
real, does not justify the tax exemption. This is
because the expenditure of state funds to
protect persons who seekto avoidpaying state
taxes is counterproductive.

Comparable Treatment With Other
Investment Vehicles

This rationale contends that it would be
unfair to levy a sales tax on coins and bullion,
while transactions involving other types of

Evaluation of the Program
Evaluating the sales tax exemption for coins

and bullion requires addressing both the net
revenue effectand the tax equityofthe exemp
tion. The exemption's net revenue effect de
pends on (1) the amount ofdirect revenue that
the state would gain from eliminating the
exemption and (2) whether this gain would be
greater or less than the reduction in economic
activity and accompanying indirect revenue
loss that would result if economic activity
shifted out of California and into other states.
With regard to tax equity, the question is
whether the sales tax exemption for bullion
and coins is comparable with the taxation of
other financial investments and collectibles.
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investment vehicles, such as stocks and
bonds, are not subject to sales taxation. We
believethat there is considerable substance to
this argument when applied to bullion. Finan
cial investment vehicles like stocks and bonds
represent by far the largest share of the na
tion's financial investment assets, and thus
should be the items focused on when consid
ering the equity of this program. Clearly, tax
ing transactions involving items like bullion
puts these investments at a financial disad
vantage, since transactions involving their
most importantcompetingfinancial assets are
not subject to sales taxation.

On the other hand, the exemption for nu
mismatic coins is not consistent with the treat
ment of other collectibles under the sales and
use tax. It is indeed true that items like jewels,
rare stamps, artworks, vintage wines and
antiques are subject to sales taxation, even
though they often are purchased for invest
ment purposes. However, the purchasers of
these items more often than not also have
other motivations for buying them, including
display. In this sense, these items are not like
bullion.

Impact on State Revenues of
Eliminating the Exemption

Program. usage

Unfortunately, no comprehensive data are
available on the total value ofcoinand bullion
sales in California, the proportion of sales
within each of the three main market seg
ments (bullion, monetized bullion andnumis
matic coins) or the amount sold to California
residents. As aresult, it is not possible to provide
areliable quantitative estimateofwhat the revenue
gain would be from eliminating this exemption.
Some information is available, however, that
indicates the rough order of magnitude of the
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coin andbullion market, and thus some rough
concept of how much money might be in
volved under this program.

Information provided by the U.S. Mint and
the World Gold Council indicates that about
2.1 million ounces of newly minted or im
ported gold coins (primarily American Eagles
and Canadian Maple Leafs) were sold in the
U.S. in 1987. In addition, about 91,100 ounces
ofnewlymanufactured goldbullion were sold
in the U.S. in 1987, excluding large bars that
always remain in depositories. At current
prices, this represents sales of about $932
million nationwide. California's share of this
amount is unknown. However, if this share
was similar to the state's share of national
personal income (about 12 percent), the
amount would be $112 million. This total
represents only gold bullion and monetized
bullion coins, and thus is conservative. The
total coin and bullion market also would in
clude sales of silver and numismatic coins,
plus secondary market sales.

A surveyconducted on behalfof the Califor
nia Coin Dealers' Association indicated total
1987sales of $388 million for the 20 percent of
the association's 130 members who re
sponded. Only $1.3 million of these sales were
taxable according to the survey. The survey,
however, did not identify how much of these
sales were to other dealers for resale and
would not have been taxed even without the
exemption.

Given the above, it appears reasonable to
conclude that the coin and bullion market in
California involves several hundred million

dollars of annual transactions. Discussions
with California coin dealers indicate that bu1
lion and monetized bullion coins (versus
numismatic coins) account for most of their
sales, and that sales under $1,000 account for
only a minor portion of total sales.

Findings regarding revenues

Although a quantitative estimate of the net
revenue effect of this tax expenditure pro
gram is not possible, it appears likely that the
sales tax exemption for bullion and monetized
bullion coins results in little or no net revenue loss
to the state. This conclusion primarily reflects
purchasers' strongfinancial incentiveto avoid
the sales tax, and the relative ease with which
this can be done through the use of out-of
state dealers. Future changes in federal law,
however,could warrant a reevaluation of this
conclusion. Congress has considered legisla
tion to enablestates to collectsales tax onsome
interstate transactions. If such legislation is
enacted and permits effective collection of
sales taxes on interstatebullion sales, the reve
nue gain from eliminating the exemption
could be much greater. Even then, however,
investors could avoid taxation by buying and
storing their bullion in states that do not tax it.

With respect to numismatic coins, the argu
ment that there is little if any revenue loss is
much less convincing. The advantage of doing
business with a trusted local dealer who pro
vides expertadvice and where it is convenient
to inspect coins visually provides a strong
incentive to many collectors to make pur
chases locally.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Our analysis indicates that if the sales tax direct sales taxes on these items compared
exemption for bullion and monetized bullion with the reduction in economic activity that
coins were eliminated, most of these sales would occur. This conclusion is based on the
wou1d shift to out-of-state dealers, and the state's current inability to collect sales and use
state would therefore collect relatively little in taxes on most interstate coin and bullion
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transactions. The conclusion should be
reevaluated, however, if and when future
changes in federal law make the collection of
these taxes feasible.

In the case of numismatic coins, their nature
as collectibles provides considerably less jus
tification for their exemption under the cur
rent program. Exempting numismatic coins
clearly conflicts and is inconsistent with the
state's general policy ofapplying the sales tax
to other types of collectibles. In addition, a
smaller proportion of sales would be likely to
move out of state than would be the case with
bullion or monetized bullion coins, thereby
making it likely that eliminating the exemp
tion for numlsmaticcoins would result in a net
revenue gain to the state.

All of the commonly recognized monetized
bullion coins sell for premiums of lessthan 10
percent over their metal value (that is, their
cost is less than 110 percent of the value of the
bullion in them). Consequently, limiting the
exemption to coins selling for no more than
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110 percent of their current metal value effec
tively would eliminate the exemption for
numismatic coins since the value of numis
matic coins generally is much greater than the
value of the metal in them.

What Steps Should the Legislature
Take?

Given the above findings, we recommend
that the current program for exempting coins
and bullion from sales and use taxation be
modified to eliminate the sales tax exemption
for numismatic coins (which we believe
should be defined for tax purposes as coins
with a sales price greater than 110 percent of
the value of the bullion in them). In addition,
if federal legislation is enacted that enables
California to collect sales taxes on out-of
state purchases by Californians, we recom
mend that the Legislature at that time reex
amine the entire tax expenditure program for
coins and bullion. +


